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ABSTRACT 

 

“Drive My Car… Be a Star”? Shifting Costs in the Car-for-Hire Sector and the 

Varied Burdens of Ride-Share Labor 

 

by 

 

Andrew Lee 

 

This thesis explores app-based ride-share as an emblem of the digitized, post-Fordist 

economic transition. I review how its recent emergence connects to the 20th century taxi-

dominated ride-hailing industry, and to broader post-War socioeconomic and political trends. 

Examining driver demographics in the context of the ride-share labor process, I assess how 

class, gender, racial, and other social hierarchies influence workplace outcomes. Throughout, 

I emphasize the modulating role of both algorithmic management and worker-to-worker 

exchange. 
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I. Introduction 

Transportation service – easing others’ travel burdens in exchange for material 

compensation – is a social phenomenon that likely pre-dates recorded history.1 The 

technologies and meanings applied to such services have varied over time and across cultural 

contexts. At the turn of the 20th century, conditions within the urban United States 

accommodated the advent of car-for-hire services resembling the modern taxicab.2 In the 

present day, taxi firms and independent cabbies continue to occupy a prominent position in 

the transport service sector. However, since 2009 they have been obliged to coexist with 

“app-based ride-share”, a newer model of car-for-hire services built upon substantially 

different social, labor, and economic relationships.3  

From a passenger’s perspective, newer “ride-share” options may not figure as radical 

departures from taxicab services. Despite drivers for ride-share firms like Uber or Lyft 

eschewing standardized vehicles (e.g., “checkered cabs”) or company uniforms, for example, 

they provide the same core service as taxi drivers: using a car, they transport one or more 

passengers from ‘Point A’ to ‘Point B’. Moreover, the prices consumers pay for ride-share 

services, while varying by market, are broadly comparable to taxi rates.4 Even GPS and 

smartphone technologies, initially unique to ride-share, are now entrenched in many major 

taxi firms.5  

Despite these similarities in output, the labor processes of the two models differ 

substantially. While ride-share drivers and cabbies face many comparable demands on their 

physical and emotional labor, the workplace context of that labor is defined by unique 

organizational structures. Among many points of contrast, these include differences in the 
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material investments they require of drivers, and the manner by which customer evaluations 

are embedded in the labor process.  

In multidimensional ways, the ride-share labor process is characterized by a dispersal 

of cost and risk away from firms (i.e., the owners and managers setting the terms of driver 

participation in ride-share and controlling the revenues thereof) and onto workers (i.e., the 

customer-facing providers of the “end-product” of car-for-hire service). Certainly, the labor 

process of the older taxi sector also places material costs and risks on drivers. Relative to the 

taxi context, however, ride-share firms are less actively involved in fare-to-fare operations – 

with profound implications.  

To illustrate: many taxi firms have historically procured and maintained vehicle 

fleets, effectively renting those cars out to cabbies each shift; in contrast, ride-share drivers 

individually bear the costs of automobile acquisition and upkeep. Ride-share’s disinvestment 

from vehicle fleets corresponds to a broader disinvestment from fleet garages – settings that, 

in the taxi context, function as sites of regular driver-driver and driver-manager interactions. 

In some instances, taxi firms would administer formal trainings in these common spaces, but 

all fleet garages carried the prospect of informal training through peer-to-peer exchange.  

Operating in a labor process without such built-in social zones, ride-share drivers 

experience neither substantial formal nor informal training as a matter of course in their 

labor. Rather, they are obliged to pursue any alternatives independently – a process that can 

demand different levels of effort and expense across drivers. Though less fiscally tangible 

than a monthly car rental payment, say, any such training-based expenses are likewise costs 

upon ride-share drivers. These strains on drivers are among many resulting from ride-share 

firms’ avoidance of operational investments once normalized in the taxi sector.  
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 This thesis will explore how ride-share firms’ relatively minimized presence in the 

labor process opens up channels of heterogeneity in driver experience. Specifically, it will 

emphasize the ways by which an ostensibly “hands-off” approach defers to a synthesis of 

market and algorithmic forces, and how this inevitably manifests in unequal labor burdens 

across U.S. social groups. The thesis begins with a literature review, follows with a general 

introduction to present-day ride-share, and proceeds to a historical contextualization of the 

broader car-for-hire sector. Next is an exploration of the material burdens of ride-share labor 

and the ways they color entry into (and exit from) the labor pool. Focus then turns to ride-

share’s ubiquitous “star rating” system and how that evaluation dynamic informs driver 

behavior. Throughout, effort is made to articulate how – in spite of its novel form – app-

based ride-share constitutes an extension of long-running U.S. economic currents.  

 

A. Literature Review 

Notwithstanding its recent market emergence in the late 2000s, ride-share as a subject 

has received substantial attention from social science researchers. Scholarly examinations 

have described the sector through legal, economic, public health, and many other orienting 

frameworks. These have included myriad empirical efforts, most notably a large body of 

work centering driver and passenger interviews. Quantitative analyses have frequently been 

based on laboratory decision-making experiments, but some studies also incorporate real 

world data (e.g., detailed fare histories).  

As a whole, this scholarship illustrates demographic patterns in driver outcomes, and 

in drivers’ perceptions of their work. Simultaneously, however, the research also emphasizes 

the heterogeneity of driver ride-share experiences amid such distributional trends. Age, race, 
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nativity, wealth – such characteristics meaningfully contextualize drivers’ engagement with 

ride-share, but cannot predetermine outcomes. This body of literature can be neatly organized 

across the spectrum of macro-, meso-, and micro-level ride-share analyses.  

The macro-level studies focus on economic and political changes in broader U.S. 

society, and how these affected the distribution of resources and decision-making power 

within the car-for-hire sector (until recently, constituted primarily by the taxi company 

predecessors of ride-share firms). Likewise, they describe how these shifts were catalyzed or 

resisted by drivers, and the circumstances that contributed to different levels of worker-

manager tension. These investigations often invoke concepts like “Fordism”, “globalization”, 

and “neoliberalism” – situating the rising material instability (or “precaritization”) of 21st 

century U.S. workers within these long-running national currents.  

Much of this research focuses on a brief mid-20th century window around World War 

II. Beth Rubin, for example, articulates how U.S. labor’s pre-War economic influence – 

temporarily sedated by the conflict – burst into renewed post-War activity, with waves of 

strikes and threats thereof. Capital and state interests urgently sought to tamp down this 

unrest, finding willing moderators in the leadership of ascendant national labor organizations 

like the AFL and CIO. Rubin describes how these labor leaders exerted their organizational 

influence to inhibit the power of more radical factions within U.S. unions and their 

representative bodies. In return, capital afforded labor a ‘golden age’ of wage and benefit 

improvements.6 Other scholars like Steven Abraham have documented the specific pathways 

by which federal legislation of the era (e.g., the 1947 Taft-Hartley Act) cooled union growth 

in strength and numbers alike. These studies help to show how U.S. labor power, while 

strong enough in the post-War period to secure unprecedented workplace gains, began to 
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ebb. Labor scholars document how workers’ holds on these gains would later slip in tandem 

with union decline. 

Ultimately, the past half-century saw car-for-hire workers increasingly unable to 

prevent the erosion of benefits and job securities won across the pre- and post-War period. 

As examinations like Graham Hodge’s Taxi! A Social History of the New York City 

Cabdriver illustrate, however, the descent from post-War heights to 21st century lows varied 

across urban markets according to their economic, political, and social characteristics. 

Hodges describes how, against a post-War backdrop of heterogeneous driver unionization, 

New York cabbie groups would clash with firm owners, alternatively supported or 

antagonized by city administrators. The research elucidates that such inter-group strife 

occurred within the driver pool as well, across demographic lines like age (e.g., veteran 

workers and young “hippy” part-timers), race (e.g., Anglo drivers and minority cabbies or 

passengers), and institutional affiliation (e.g., between “medallion” and unlicensed “gypsy” 

cabs).7 

Other examples, like Veena Dubal’s excellent “Drive to Precarity”, additionally 

emphasize the impact of app-based ride-share on the taxi sector, contrasting their respective 

driver pools. Dubal’s research surveys San Francisco – epicenter of app-based ride-share – 

and explores the regional story of post-War cabbie union decline. She writes how this fall in 

power linked to diminished influence in city government, how administrators (especially its 

lawyers) became increasingly hospitable to the emerging ride-share sector. City decisions, 

like the medallion policy exemption granted to the app-based ride-share, helped accelerate 

the taxi sector’s relative weakening.8 Dubal’s work also investigates how accommodations 

made by AFL-CIO leadership helped set the stage for ride-share drivers’ classification as 
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“contractors” (a legal identity with greatly reduced organizing rights compared to 

“employees”). In this way, Dubal’s work and similar efforts help demonstrate how the inertia 

of taxi driver declines produced the economic-political context of the emerging ride-share 

sector.   

More firmly meso-level research takes a community-focused look into the modern 

ride-share ecosystem. Drivers and passengers are typical subjects, but such work may also 

assess executive decision-making, firm branding, and other operations of ride-share’s 

managerial tier. Data for these investigations can include firm-produced materials (e.g., 

application interfaces, driver “FAQ” guides), but the majority emphasize surveys and 

interviews of both drivers and passengers. Authors accumulate these discrete, individual-

level ride-share narratives to construct larger pictures of practice(s) and culture(s) within the 

sector. With the exception of research on ride-share internet forums and other social media, 

however, these investigations can describe little about driver-to-driver interactions. 

Principally, this is because social exchange between workers is not an inherent feature of the 

ride-share labor process. To explore group dynamics in ride-share, researchers instead focus 

on gathering driver reports on their experiences with passengers and ride-share generally, 

then comparing and cataloguing these individual narratives.  

In “Free to Work Anxiously: Splintering Precarity Among Drivers for Uber and 

Lyft”, Brenton Malin and Curry Chandler contextualize this near-total individuation of the 

driver labor experience. They situate app-based ride-share at the tail-end of five decades of 

“neoliberal privatization”, during which capital’s pursuit of “labor market flexibility… 

[transferred] risk and insecurity onto workers”.9 The taxi sector experienced that half-century 

as an erosion of stabilizing workplace benefits (e.g., pensions, health insurance) and union 
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cohesion. To obtain legally-required taxi “medallion” licenses in an increasingly expensive, 

speculative market, drivers became more intensely inured to their particular loan repayment 

or leasing contract terms. Malin and Chandler’s driver interviews identify a ride-share labor 

pool that, in spite of their work’s nominal “flexibility”, finds itself similarly subject to the 

material pressures of (app-based) car-for-hire work. Ride-share drivers, though free of 

medallion burdens, are obliged to independently acquire and upkeep their car-for-hire 

automobile. They describe the constrained nature of their labor choices, how financial and 

social pressures merge in that personal cost-benefit analysis. As highlighted by an 

interviewee’s account of sexual harassment from intoxicated male passengers, for example, 

these researchers illustrate how driver demographics inform such workplace decision-

making, and how these choices tangibly affect labor outcomes.  

In a similar vein, Alex Rosenblat’s Uberland weaves together driver interviews, firm-

produced materials, and other media to characterize the ride-share sector. Her analysis 

stresses both the economic and cultural presence of ride-share, including its relationship with 

the larger “tech” industry. Among other insights, Rosenblat articulates the myriad ways by 

which a U.S. ideal of a “[wealthy], fashionable, [English-speaking], White male millennial” 

translates to material and psychological burdens for drivers that deviate from this standard.10 

She further describes ways by which social privilege filters through the structural features of 

the ride-share labor process (e.g., its rating system, its entry costs), informed by both 

passenger biases and “neutral” market forces.  

Micro-level ride-share research tends to focus on particular mechanisms of the labor 

process, and how their practice in social context affects drivers differently. This includes 

studies on “algorithmic management” – the ways by which automated processes (e.g., within 
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ride-share apps or firms’ “driver support” apparatuses) subject workers to material and 

behavioral incentives. Many of these efforts investigate aspects of ride-share’s “star rating” 

system, incorporating data from both laboratory and real-world contexts, and are frequently 

supplemented by driver interviews. 

In their work, Mareikie Mohlmann and Lior Zalmanson explore the paradox created 

under ride-share’s algorithmic management – between built-in systems of worker control and 

the sense of “independence” and “autonomy” drawing many drivers to the sector.11 The 

authors describe a network of data collection, automated notifications, and real-time changes 

to drivers’ market conditions (e.g., fare rates) – all mediated by a smart-phone application. In 

contrast to the possibility of “trust-based… [human] relationships” formed between a 

manager and their staff, ride-share’s organizational model depends on algorithm-driven 

processes of worker management.  

Other studies speak to a core, underlying abstraction in car-for-hire service work 

created by ride-share’s “star rating” system. Topics of investigation include the concept of 

“ride quality”, and how this contrasts with user-worker evaluations elsewhere in the service 

sector. Authors examine how social realities and biases inform quality perceptions, and how 

ride-share’s algorithms exploit this information resource.12 In their article “Standing out 

From the Crowd”, Raval and Dourish analyze the star-based rating system, exploring how a 

“five-star trip” is understood by drivers and reviewing their production strategies from an 

emotional labor perspective. They find the effectiveness of such strategies, and the strains of 

their execution, may meaningfully vary depending on the “[social] body” drivers bring to 

their labor. Drivers are intimately aware of the importance of passenger evaluation, self-

consciously modulating their service performance. The authors emphasize how drivers’ 
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behavioral reactions to the rating system (and algorithmic management in general) are an 

essential organizing principle within ride-share. As they put succinctly, theirs and other 

micro-level studies show how ride-share “[makes relevant] new aspects of the self [that] 

become enrolled in the labor relation.”  

These diverse research blocs, in spite of their wide focus across time, subject-matter, 

and analytic scale, aggregate to a cohesive image of the labor process in app-based ride-

share. This thesis will attempt to synthesize insights from these works around a central 

narrative of ongoing “cost-dispersal” in the U.S. car-for-hire sector.  

 

B. Sector Background 

Ride-share firms began their ascent to market and cultural prominence in the wake of 

the 2008 financial crisis and subsequent “Great Recession”: Uber was founded in 2009 and 

Lyft arrived soon after in 2012. These two firms dominate the U.S. ride-share sector, with 

Uber controlling about 70% of market share to Lyft’s 30%. Ride-share firms are active 

across the country, with drivers estimated to account for some 1-2% of the nation’s labor 

force.13 Solicitors of these services (passengers) include over a third of all U.S. residents (and 

roughly half of all suburb- and city-dwellers).14  

In spite of sector-wide declines associated with the 2020 onset of the COVID-19 

pandemic, both Lyft and Uber have experienced remarkable growth over the past decade. 

The figures below illustrate how the two firms have seen roughly 3-fold increases in their 

annual revenues and users since 2016. While growth in revenue clearly aligns with growth in 

users, the average ride-share customer is also spending more on ride-share services over 

time. Additionally, the past decade has seen Uber expand more vigorously into adjacent 
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transport services like meal delivery (i.e., with “Uber Eats”) compared to its Lyft 

counterpart.15  

 

 

Figure 1: U.S. Ride-Share Annual Revenues and Users (Source: Author-created, using external data)16 

 

Growth in the number of drivers is more challenging to calculate. Estimates indicate 

there are roughly 2 million active ride-share drivers in the United States, with Uber laying 

claim to at least 1 million.17 Lyft may thus exhibit a much higher U.S. driver-to-user rate. 

This prospect becomes less perplexing when considering ride-share’s unique sectoral 

characteristics. For example, drivers have discretion to choose the timing and length of their 

work sessions on an “on-the-fly” basis. Additionally, surveys suggest about a quarter of U.S. 

ride-share drivers split time between Uber and Lyft’s applications. These facts point to how 

drivers operating in an Uber-dominated ride-share market (i.e., much of the U.S.) face little 

disincentive to sign up for Lyft as well, despite the latter’s smaller user base.18 Especially as 

drivers devote more hours to their ride-share labor, switching between applications in pursuit 

of better fares becomes more common. Any such “hybrid” drivers, even if lopsided in their 

time allocations between the two apps, would figure as “active drivers” in each firm’s 

accounting. 
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Whatever the precise count and crossover of the Uber and Lyft driver populations, 

evidence suggests their composition changes dramatically on an annual basis. Driver 

retention rates are low in the sector, with most workers leaving fewer than 12 months after 

their first fare.19 Some analyses have indicated the retention rate is lower than 25% annually 

– that over three quarters of a given “first fare cohort” will have exited the sector a year 

later.20  

Demographically, the ride-share labor pool is diverse, with many of its characteristics 

standing apart from the broader service sector. For example, in contrast to the typical 

dominance of females in food and retail service work, U.S. ride-share drivers are nearly 75% 

male.21 Similarly, compared to service sector averages, ride-share workers are remarkably 

well-educated, with over 50% possessing a bachelor’s degree or higher – over twice the rate 

among taxi or chauffeur drivers.22 About half of all ride-share drivers are White, with the 

remaining population closely split between Black, Latino, and Asian drivers.23 Notably, ages 

in the U.S. ride-share sector skew older: the driver pool is divided almost equally into the 

“60+”, “50-59”, “40-49”, and “39 or under” spans (with “29 or under” making up less than a 

quarter of this latter group).  

Some researchers place the net hourly wage for ride-share drivers (i.e., accounting for 

upkeep and other essential expenses) between $9 and $10 – but methodological differences 

prevent broad agreement on average earnings.24 Discrepancies likewise exist between intra-

firm and extra-firm estimates of the full-time, part-time breakdown of ride-share drivers. On 

a national level, Uber asserts that roughly 90% of its drivers work part-time, while outside 

research suggests this undercounts full-time workers.25 The results of some national driver 

surveys differ radically from firm accounts, with only 40% of drivers considering themselves 
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“part-time”.26 Such disagreements persist even in more localized contexts. For example, 

UCLA labor researchers found that about 50% of Los Angeles ride-share drivers worked 

full-time, with this rate about five times Uber’s estimate.27  Such conflicting accounts may 

stem in part from drivers’ aforementioned cross-platform activities, allowing for 

methodological incompatibilities (e.g., if survey respondents do not distinguish between 

Uber and Lyft when estimating their total hours). Notwithstanding these disputes, available 

evidence strongly suggests that in any given market the ride-share labor pool is typically a 

mix of full- and part-time workers. Naturally, drivers that devote more hours to ride-share 

labor are responsible for relatively more total rides.28 

Despite the preponderance of older, White men, the ride-share driver pool is 

heterogeneous both in terms of demographics and driver choices of when, where, and how 

long to drive. However, the structure of the ride-share labor process fundamentally influences 

both self-selection into that labor pool and the workplace decisions drivers make. This 

includes ride-share’s characteristic feature of driver-“owned”, operated, and maintained 

vehicles. The feasibility of ride-share work clearly depends on the ease with which an 

individual can acquire an automobile. Though ride-share drivers have a variety of financial 

relationships with their vehicles (e.g., leased, owned outright, purchased by loan), the 

population necessarily excludes the car-less. Among the car-having, ride-share’s fiscal 

attractiveness and operational sustainability are informed by their broader, individualized 

material contexts.  

The trade-offs in the ride-share labor process extend into less easily accountable 

areas. For instance, research suggests the safety risks and psychological strains of providing 

late-night transportation to intoxicated, male passengers are higher for female drivers 
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compared to their male peers.29 Nevertheless, ride-share’s algorithms process consumer 

demand by placing premiums on late-night and weekend fares (where such passengers 

appear).30 In contrast to the more straightforward “balance sheet hurdle” of ride-share’s entry 

costs, the labor itself demands drivers engage in abstract judgment calls – for example, 

whether a fare premium is sufficiently high to compensate for an increase in workplace risk.  

All workers make labor process decisions according to their subjective reasoning. As 

this thesis will explore, however, ride-share’s structural emphasis on dispersing operational 

costs to drivers modulates and constrains those choices. Specifically, it opens channels by 

which a flood of additional costs and benefits – aligned with prevailing socioeconomic 

hierarchies – intersects with driver social status to affect their labor experiences.      

 

II. Economic-Historical Context 

Ride-share’s labor process is structured in ways that meaningfully depart from taxi 

sector norms. Considering the distinct social conditions in which the sub-sector attained 

prominence, this is not particularly surprising. As such, ride-share operations are at some risk 

of being generically summarized as “outside the box thinking” and “path-breaking 

development” – or, conversely, being dismissed as mere digital novelties. Contrasts between 

the taxi and ride-share labor processes become more clearly-defined in historical context. In 

this light, ride-share is neither entirely visionary nor mundane, its differences from the 

taxicab sector reflecting a pattern of ongoing economy-wide changes. In general, this trend 

can be characterized as firms continuing a fiscal retreat from their respective labor processes, 

leaving an increasing share of material responsibility to rank-and-file workers.  
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A. Road to the “Car-for-Hire Golden Age” 

The modern history of the U.S. car-for-hire sector arguably begins in the interim 

between the two world wars. By the years following World War I, organized labor 

membership had risen to a substantial level in a variety of economic sectors. Ideological 

radicalism grew, as did worker willingness to engage in collective actions (e.g., strikes) in 

opposition to management. In this era, U.S. labor exerted newfound powers and exhibited 

increased effectiveness at obtaining concessions from capital.31  Many car-for-hire taxi 

drivers organized in labor unions, with some cities’ (licit) taxi forces being universally 

unionized. 32 Across the country’s urban centers, car-for-hire service workers took action to 

win wage guarantees and other workplace benefits. 33 With the onset of the Depression, U.S. 

labor militancy merged with other political currents to catalyze F.D.R.’s slate of New Deal 

policies. 34 This era generated the U.S. “welfare state” by creating many public programs and 

institutions (e.g., the Social Security Administration) that diverted state resources towards the 

economically vulnerable.  

Labor scholars describe World War II and the years immediately after as the period 

when U.S. labor achieved institutional legitimacy.35 Union membership rates were at the 

century’s highest, and member cohesion was strong; there was ample capacity for effective 

collective action.36 Combined with especially high demand for skilled labor (a result of 

wartime dynamics, e.g., the draft), U.S. unions were at or near their historical apex of 

bargaining power. Through strikes and other means, organized labor continued to win 

significant gains in pay, benefits, and workplace guarantees. As labor strengthened, its formal 

national organizations – the American Federation of Labor (AFL) and Congress of Industrial 
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Organizations (CIO) – assumed a more central role as the state- and capital-oriented 

representatives of U.S. unions.  

The U.S. government and capital interests were wary of organized labor’s capacity to 

disrupt national economic activity. They were likewise apprehensive of domestic left-wing 

radicalism as the country stepped into the Cold War with the U.S.S.R. Ultimately, they found 

willing negotiators among national labor leadership. Defying the more sweeping ambitions of 

their organizations’ politically radical members, these representatives conceded to a relative 

“defanging” of organized labor in exchange for a cementing of wartime improvements in 

working conditions. In one assessment, the informal agreement was based on “[workers 

ceding] all claims over production, investment, and international economic policy” for which 

they were compensated with “a relatively high level of employment and a secure gain on 

distributional claims.”37  

In 1947 the Taft-Hartley Act arrived to codify the terms by which organized labor 

would be allowed to take workplace action – in effect, demarcating strikes in certain contexts 

as devoid of legal protection. Amidst national leadership’s push towards pacification, 

industrial unions engaged in a series of strikes in the late 1940s. As per the terms of the Act, 

however, such strikes were increasingly processed through a formalized system of “collective 

bargaining”, with national union leadership taking a dominant role in dispute resolutions. In 

these ways, the institutionalization of bodies like the AFL and CIO, judicial decisions, and 

legislative enactments cumulatively served to limit the disruptiveness of individual labor 

unions, allocating more authority to organizational managers.38  

It is reasonable to suspect union leaders of bias towards labor-capital arrangements 

that maintained their institutional power. It is also true that rejecting those terms on behalf of 
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workers would have required a transcendent vision of a superior future for U.S. labor, as well 

as faith that renewed conflict with capital could manifest it. Faustian bargain or no, the 

apparent result of the “capital labor accord” was a golden age for U.S. labor. Workers 

experienced roughly two decades of gains in real wages, benefits, and economic stability 

more generally. Car-for-hire labor likewise thrived in this era, though markets varied in terms 

of the intensity of union presence and the details of their organization. In New York City, for 

example, lucrative, wartime conditions were enjoyed by non-unionized workers and may 

have inhibited the organization of cabbie labor until the late 1950s.39 By contrast, on the 

other side of the country, San Francisco’s taxi sector was fully unionized by the mid-century. 

Mirroring union trajectories nationwide, however, taxi union leadership became gradually 

enmeshed within firm bureaucracies. These closer high-level relationships may have 

produced gains for unionized drivers, but also encouraged the deradicalization of labor 

activities and a growing alienation between the interests of drivers and their union leaders.40 

Despite Cold War “Red Scare” pressures further eroding the left-wing militancy of 

U.S. labor unions, the 1950s and ‘60s were prosperous years for domestic workers. 41 Central 

to capital’s ability and willingness to finance those workplace concessions was its unique 

position in the international post-war economy. In brief, industrial capacity outside the U.S. 

was severely curtailed by wartime damage and other economic impediments; U.S. stock was 

largely unharmed. 42 Similarly, while regaining metropole stability was a pressing need for 

most of the world’s colonial empires, the U.S. was relatively less burdened, and thus 

comparatively well-poised to assert its geopolitical interests abroad. In foreign nations across 

the globe, U.S. capital – assisted by the state and its intelligence apparatuses – took legal and 

extra-legal action to maximize the homeward flow of extracted resources. 43 Fed in part by 
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this exploitation of the Global South, foreign wealth thus flooded into the U.S. economy. The 

increased value of domestic production sharpened labor’s (admittedly diminished) threat to 

disrupt it; ever-higher wages and more generous benefits helped secure its ongoing 

cooperation in the labor process.44 

 

B. Declines, Fractures, and Cost Reallocations 

Although the 1960s saw continued accrual of material dividends and further 

expansion of the social safety net through Johnson’s “Great Society” programs, the decade 

also foreshadowed the long-term erosion of these gains.45 With rising Cold War budgetary 

demands, increased competition from Asian and European industry, and the success of anti-

colonial campaigns across the globe, U.S. capital was under pressure to discover new 

strategies for maintaining profit flows. Such tensions have been characterized as a “crisis of 

Fordism” in which that prevailing, structure-orienting logic – e.g., an emphasis on production 

centralization, industrial manufacturing, and the institutionalization of organized labor – 

became an increasingly insufficient solution to then-contemporary economic problems.46 

U.S. firm “efficiency” in the Fordist era entailed concentrating production in or near 

cities, for example, or controlling conflict with workers through closer integration of union 

leadership with firm power structures. By the 1970s, however, firms began a transformation 

into “leaner, more flexible organizations”.47 Logistics technology advancements were key 

features of this era, as was an increasingly industrialized Global South – spurred on in part by 

the “structural adjustment” loans of multilateral institutions like the World Bank and 

International Monetary Fund.48 Such macroeconomic changes altered U.S. firms’ rationale 

for tolerating domestic union power, even its de-militarized post-war version. Unions 

themselves had atrophied under labor leadership’s institutionalization, if less in membership 
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than in ideological cohesiveness and capacity for effective collective action. Such capital-

labor accords were forged out of a union-based threat that, in the post-war decades, had 

diminished into a paper tiger. Firms took advantage of labor’s newfound vulnerability, 

abetted by a bipartisan tilt towards anti-state conservatism and sanctioned by federal actions 

(e.g., the 1981 PATCO Strike).49 And so industrial outsourcing, decentralization, and the 

erosion of workplace benefits became characteristic of the new “efficiency” of the “Post-

Fordist” era.  

Similar stories played out in the car-for-hire sector, with taxi union strength decaying 

or evaporating entirely.50 In the post-war period, cabbies belonging to a firm’s fleet garage 

typically operated under the terms of a commission-based, revenue-sharing system. As the 

1970s wore on, many of these arrangements transformed into “leasing” systems, in which 

drivers would pay a set fee for the right to drive a cab for a certain period of time.51 (The 

functional mechanism of leasing is the taxi “medallion” system, discussed in detail later in 

this document). Leasing fees (also called “gate fees”) guaranteed the payee (usually taxi 

firms, but also independent drivers renting out their cabs) a fixed revenue regardless of actual 

fare conditions. Critically, a 1979 National Labor Review Board decision found that leasing 

drivers did not possess the legal right to engage in collective bargaining. While this Post-

Fordist exile of organized labor from firm bureaucracies inverted the Fordist trend towards 

institutionalization, in context both strategies functioned to degrade organized labor power.52 

This weakening further limited the pitch of labor-firm conflict in the subsequent decades of 

decline. Like a mirror of their earlier ascent, taxi union power fell precipitously, and many 

wage and benefit gains were reversed. 
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Post-Fordist industrial sensibilities merged with an increasingly neoliberal U.S. state 

to accelerate the process of globalization. 53 Through new geopolitical alliances, military 

actions, and the suppression of left-wing labor movements abroad, the United States pushed 

less economically powerful nations towards “free trade” policy stances, facilitating 

international capital and commodity flows.54 As U.S. firms reallocated their resources to 

cheaper operations abroad (driven in part by lax environmental and safety standards), 

domestic manufacturing sputtered. 55 This de-emphasis on traditional industry was replaced 

by an economy-wide shift towards services – including the financial and, eventually, “tech” 

sectors. “Dollar hegemony” and other policy regimes of international finance helped put 

control of this worldwide transition in the hands of U.S. and other Western capital.56 

 

C. The “Modern Era”  

With the approach of the new millennium, U.S. labor power continued to decline, and 

firms further disinvested from the labor process.57 As firms pulled back from earlier 

commitments to workers (e.g., in benefits like pensions and health insurance plans), 

organized labor was poorly positioned to resist such losses.58 Other worker safety nets were 

weakened through reforms to public assistance bureaucracies – in particular the welfare 

“work incentive” adjustments of the Reagan and Clinton presidencies.59 The car-for-hire 

sector, like much of the U.S. economy set apart from “white-collar” service positions, limped 

along relative to its post-war heyday. Workers in the 1980s and ‘90s were thus subject to an 

increasing “precaritization” – a broad downgrade in the material standards and personal 

securities that had become normalized in the postwar era.60 These shifts included a 

heightened emphasis on punitive measures in state institutions, particularly its welfare 
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administrations and policing apparatuses. Amplifying existent racial socioeconomic 

inequalities, such changes disproportionately destabilized minority communities, and Black 

households especially.61  

 Many U.S. residents were partially numbed to these declines as a result of continued 

advances in financialization. This process, encouraged by communications technology 

developments, pulled larger and larger shares of U.S. wealth into financial markets.62 

Expanding the availability of credit was a central component of this shift. Legions of 

consumers papered over material declines through augmented reliance on loans, with 

household debt ballooning.63 Minority residents, disproportionately burdened by the 

economy’s fall from its postwar acme, were especially targeted by unscrupulous lenders.64 

Thus, with the housing sector meltdown and its ignition of the 2008 financial crisis, Black 

and Latino families stood out from a generally decimated “middle class” by suffering the 

most acute material loss.65 The recession’s differential impacts on men and women are 

complex: the gendered nature of sector-specific employment, the relationship between labor 

demand and the gender wage gap, and the gendered dynamics of childcare and domestic 

work were all important mediators of the recession’s effects.66 Evidence is clearer in the case 

of single mothers and minority women, who were especially destabilized by the recession 

and subsequent “austerity” policies.67  

 By many popular metrics, the U.S. experienced an economic recovery in the post-

crisis years – uninterrupted through the 2010s until COVID-19’s 2020 arrival.68 However, 

other accounts suggest that workers have not made a genuine return to pre-crisis levels of 

stability; rather, public and private sectors have both institutionalized the ambient precarity 

of the 2008 crisis into their organizational structures.69 In the face of rising costs of living – 
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but absent the easy credit opportunities of the early 2000s – U.S. workers have been 

increasingly pressured to find new means of staving off their material decline.70  

 

D. A Solution in Ride-Share 

Ride-share work has been embraced by a diverse labor pool, with driver numbers 

growing massively since the sector’s beginnings. 71 Its ranks are drawn from the broad 

socioeconomic bloc of those materially secure enough to finance entry into ride-share – but 

sufficiently insecure as to render ride-share wages meaningful. Costs of entry 

notwithstanding, the ride-share sector is structured to encourage an abundant labor supply. 

With no imposition of weekly hour minimums, ride-share work can constitute a viable wage-

earning opportunity for those whose available labor capacity is too modest, too irregular, or 

otherwise too far outside the requirements of typical labor market positions.72   

Accordingly, many enter into ride-share as part-time drivers, supplementing primary 

income sources (e.g., other jobs, social security payments, student loans, etc.) with these 

secondary ride-share wages.73 Some, including unemployed job-seekers, turn to ride-share as 

a “short-term solution to buffer consumption” – a stop-gap measure intended to stave off the 

destabilizing effects of some material loss.74 In contrast, others devote themselves to ride-

share labor full-time, often bouncing across popular platforms and exceeding a 40-hour work 

week.75 Driver surveys suggest that “freedom” and “flexibility” are common draws to the 

sector for both part- and full-time workers; many consider themselves engaged in an 

entrepreneurial endeavor.76 Respondents are often aligned in viewing ride-share wages as a 

material stabilizer – though definitions of this “stability” (e.g., paying rent or utilities versus 

financing a luxury expenditure) vary across drivers.77 
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In addition to labor supply heterogeneity, drivers also carry different material burdens 

when entering into and sustaining their ride-share work. For example, all drivers are obliged 

to procure their own firm-approved automobile. A subset of prospective drivers will already 

possess a vehicle, along with the necessary credentials (e.g., proof of insurance) to drive 

legally. In this way, some individuals take on few (if any) new material investments to start 

the flow of ride-share wages. By contrast, other would-be drivers must make significant 

financial commitments to reach that stage of readiness. Those without vehicles often engage 

in car rental agreements or purchase automobiles outright. For example, a 2018 report for the 

New York City Taxicab and Limousine Commission found that eighty percent of app-based 

ride-share drivers newly acquired a vehicle for use in their driving labor.78 

Although the ride-share sector is clearly in competition with taxicabs, not all of ride-

share’s market gains are the result of “poaching” erstwhile taxi clients. Rather, the demand 

for all types of car-for-hire services has increased in the years since ride-share’s inception.79 

At least some of this uptick relates to recent demographic and infrastructure trends: in 

general, neither rural nor urban infrastructure development has kept apace with rising transit 

demand. As “the speed of travel [in personal automobiles and public transportation] … 

[decreases], the experience of drivers and riders [becomes] worse,” and the relative 

attractiveness of ride-share or taxicab services may increase.80  

 

III. The Ride-Share Labor Process 

Popular ride-share firms like Uber and Lyft are composed of operations that extend 

beyond the activity of car-for-hire transport itself. Public relations, investor solicitation, 

engineering developments beyond core app functionality – these are financed by passenger 
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fares as well as resources external to the labor process. As ride-share rapidly expanded, 

buoyed by such private financing and eventually IPOs, some analysts felt that, paradoxically, 

the “industry… [had] yet to show a profit.”81 Firm leadership has not been insensitive to such 

ambiguities, with divergent notions of organizational “mission” and opinions on future 

business strategy.82 Ultimately, in spite of their substantial market valuations, there persists 

some generalized uncertainty as to the “meaning” and “worth” of organizations like Uber and 

Lyft.  

For drivers in these firms, however, there is far less abstraction: the bodies exist as 

rule-setting entities. Ride-share firms establish the protocol by which prospective drivers 

enter into the labor pool, the rules by which they work within it, and the conditions by which 

they may be forced to exit. Firms decide the portion of fares that accrue to drivers, and also 

design the app-based and bureaucratic systems to which they are subject. Critically, this firm-

worker relationship is not mediated by any formal bodies of organized driver labor: although 

the source of much dispute, ride-share drivers are recognized by the National Labor Review 

Board (NLRB) as “contractors”.83 Among other distinctions from the title of “employee”, 

this designation severely curtails the legal protections on collective bargaining and other 

rights essential to union activities.84 

At the heart of the ride-share labor process is a GPS-based matching system 

(programmed into a smartphone application) by which drivers connect to potential 

passengers. In navigating to their passengers’ destinations, drivers make use of in-app 

mapping software, third-party applications, or personal roadway knowledge.85 The ride-share 

application serves as a digital meter and automatically, electronically charges the fare to 

passengers – a percentage of which is accrued by drivers in a commission-based system.86 In 
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general, ride-share applications also allow passengers to tip drivers sometime after the car-

for-hire service has ended.87 

Enmeshed in this framework are two data-gathering systems, the metrics of which 

have critical importance for associated ride-share laborers. The less consequential of the two 

is the “acceptance rating”, which is an indicator of the proportion of ride requests a driver 

chooses to accept. In the past, low acceptance ratings could have resulted in ride-share firms 

locking drivers out of the application (effectively, firing them). The most popular firms now 

use acceptance rates to determine eligibility for various preferred driver statuses, membership 

to which carries material rewards (e.g., car maintenance discounts, college tuition 

reimbursement, etc.) and other perks.88
  

Discrimination of minority passengers is a well-documented phenomenon within U.S. 

car-for-hire service history.89 In the taxi sector, Black Americans in particular have been 

disproportionately refused service by drivers on the grounds that their destinations are overly 

“dangerous”, among other cited concerns.90 Ride-share has a mixed relationship with 

destination-based discrimination. Uber, for example, formerly imposed “blind” acceptance 

standards, in which drivers were not provided prospective fares’ destination information prior 

to their acceptance decision.91 However, in some large markets like California, such 

information is now shared with drivers pre-acceptance, arguably making destination-based 

discrimination feasible.92 At least prior to this rule repeal, evidence from that state suggested 

ride-share’s “acceptance rating” metric was associated with significantly lower rates of 

racially-motivated service refusal.93  

By contrast, critics of ride-share’s acceptance rating system describe the feature as a 

corrective tool deployed against drivers – reducing discrimination for passengers by 
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eliminating drivers’ option to exercise discretion.94 Car-for-hire service provision is, in fact, a 

more dangerous occupation than most: the murder rate for taxi drivers, for example, far 

exceeds comparable statistics for police officers.95 Sexual assault of ride-share drivers by 

their passengers is likewise a real occurrence and a source of preoccupation among a number 

of female drivers.96 Contending with the acceptance rating system, ride-share drivers are thus 

incentivized to either subdue their preference to ever refuse a fare, or constrain their driving 

hours and locations to those where they are least likely to be so inclined.97  

Compared to the “acceptance rating”, the “star rating” system has much greater 

import for driver labor outcomes. At the conclusion of every trip, ride-share applications 

prompt customer passengers to approximate the quality of their trip by providing a rating on 

a scale of 1-5 “stars”. After completing a minimum number of trips, drivers are then assigned 

an overall star rating corresponding to their average score across all passenger evaluations. 

Unlike acceptance ratings, adjusted by firms to be less consequential for drivers, the practice 

of setting “deactivation” star-rating thresholds has gone largely unchanged over time.98 As 

will be discussed at length in this thesis, the feature thus creates a deeply influential material 

and psychological incentive structure for drivers, modulated by demographic context. 

A final, overarching characteristic of app-based ride-share production is the allocation 

of responsibility onto drivers – not the ride-share firm – to secure all necessary material 

inputs of production (e.g., automobile, smartphone, gasoline) and cover all licensing-related 

(e.g., registration, auto insurance) and upkeep (e.g., car maintenance, interior cleaning) 

expenses. Ride-share firms set additional policies stipulating certain mechanical and aesthetic 

qualities a driver’s automobile must – and must not – possess. Furthermore, prospective 

drivers are subject to background checks by the firm, rendering them ineligible if their 
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histories include past legal convictions, violations either driving-related (e.g., DUIs) or 

driving-unrelated (e.g., drug offenses).99 

 

A. Material Investments of Ride-Share Laborers – Entry and Exit Barriers 

 Though not omnipresent, “medallion systems” have been a feature of some of the 

largest urban taxicab markets in the United States. In cities like New York, Chicago, and San 

Francisco, taxi drivers were historically mandated by law to possess a medallion (either 

owned outright or rented through some arrangement with an owner) before purveying 

transport services in that jurisdiction. With a limited number of medallions available for 

purchase, such programs have had the effect of limiting the supply of taxicabs in a given city 

while serving as a revenue-raising strategy for the issuing agency – and also a target of third-

party investment.100  

In the early years of the new millennium these medallions became increasingly 

notorious entry barriers to taxicab labor, their prices reaching dramatic heights – up to 1.2 

million USD in New York, for example – before crashing in the late 2010s.101 Financial 

speculation by non-cabbies contributed to that rise, while the ascension of app-based ride-

share (and with it, a diminished long-term perception of the taxi sector’s profitability) helped 

bring about the subsequent fall. In some cities, relatively low-income immigrants made up 

significant minorities or outright majorities of local medallion investors. To the misfortune of 

these and other drivers who took out costly loans to pursue their labor, many ultimately 

found themselves in material crisis.102 This upheaval in the medallion market may have 

accelerated the rate at which taxicabs ceded car-for-hire sector preeminence to ride-share.103  
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Eschewing medallion systems is a point of public pride among ride-share firms; they 

celebrate the ostensible ease of sector entry for prospective drivers. Uber boasts that 

“anybody can drive… it’s easy to get started”; the only pertinent question is whether 

hopefuls are “ready to make money?”104 Firms have a clear interest in marketing ride-share 

labor as a low-hassle, highly accessible work opportunity. In consideration of medallion 

entry barriers at least, this is not entirely unreasonable: all else equal, absent medallion 

requirements, prospective car-for-hire drivers would face less costly entry barriers. Put 

differently, to start earning wages in a sector with low entry barriers relative to some other is 

to face less daunting material commitments – and may result in quicker labor pool entry. 

Certainly, compared to the entry barriers for taxi drivers at the height of medallion price 

inflation, the lower upfront costs of ride-share cast it as a far more accessible alternative.    

Medallion systems notwithstanding, prospective ride-share laborers nonetheless face 

other materially burdensome entry requirements. The barriers they confront, like medallions 

for their cab-driving peers, serve as unavoidable financial obligations on the path towards 

earnings in the car-for-hire service sector. As with all material commitments, such outlays 

carry the threat of loss – the risk that, in addition to the closing of a wage-earning 

opportunity, temporary or permanent income interruptions could result in supplementary 

financial damage. Stated differently, due to the disproportionate level of financial risk they 

assume, ride-share drivers experience greater incentive to sustain their labor as compared to 

similarly-compensated workers outside the car-for-hire sector that crossed no such entry 

barriers.  

The relative magnitude of these entry expenditures, and the particular forms they 

take, vary from driver to driver according to their material circumstances. In all cases, 
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though, workers devote finite personal resources towards the generation and maintenance of 

their capacity to provide ride-share services. Critically, an individual driver’s material 

commitment encompasses both what is physically required to supply car-for-hire services, as 

well as any expenditures they esteem – accurately or not – as necessary to secure high 

passenger ratings and sustain their employment.  

 

B. Decentralized Automobile Fleets 

 Ride-share is characterized by the lack of a firm-maintained automobile fleet, in 

contrast to those commonly overseen by modern taxicab firms. In the latter context, cars 

from such fleets are loaned out to taxicab drivers, typically at some fixed rate (“gate fee”) for 

a set period of time – often the length of a daily shift and rarely more than a week. In most 

arrangements, the costs of physical upkeep and insurance for the cabs are the responsibility 

of the firm, while gas expenses fall to drivers. 105 In the case of a taxi’s mechanical 

breakdown, drivers can solicit the services of in-house mechanics for necessary repairs (paid 

for by the firm), possibly making use of an alternate fleet vehicle.106 

 Absent firm-maintained fleets, in the case of ride-share each driver must instead 

secure a personal automobile that adheres to specifications laid out by the firm. Expenses 

related to insurance, licensing, registration, or other legal requirements are paid by drivers. 

Fuel costs, maintenance expenses, vehicle or personal damages – all are likewise the 

responsibility of ride-share drivers in prevailing labor arrangements. Naturally, these 

requirements function as material entry barriers for prospective ride-share drivers: those that 

are unable or unwilling to take on such expenses are thus preemptively filtered out of the 

labor pool.  
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 Some prospective drivers will approach ride-share having met these standards, 

already in possession of a firm-approved vehicle and associated licensing. For such 

individuals, the decision to enter into ride-share is less a matter of making new material 

commitments and more a case of reallocating existing resources towards this new pursuit. If 

their total leisure and wage-earning driving hours remain unchanged, this merely constitutes 

a shift in expense accounting. If their total driving hours increase, they can be understood as 

incurring additional financial expenses (e.g., through vehicle depreciation and maintenance 

costs). 

 However, for many other laborers, ride-share entry barriers constitute wholly new 

material commitments. Theirs is not a mental process of re-associating existing expenditures 

with new activities, but an outright redrawing of their financial picture, including arrival at a 

new status quo of material outlay and risk. The particular magnitude of this risk depends on 

how aspects of a driver’s material status (e.g., their asset wealth or income sources) relate to 

their investments in ride-share labor. The specific dimensions of those investments, including 

not just their relative magnitude but the conditions to which they subject drivers, create 

meaningful contours within the ride-share labor experience. 

 

C. Spectrum of Material Entry Barriers 

For drivers that are asset-poor, entry costs in general will naturally figure as relatively 

more burdensome; compared to their wealthier peers, any given expense is a proportionally 

greater outlay of their personal resources. In many cases these costs are not only relatively, 

but absolutely higher for asset-poor drivers, given their greater likelihood of being obliged to 

borrow (at interest) to finance such expenditures.107 Certain would-be borrowers may not 
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obtain approval from a given lender on account of their financial history (e.g., credit score) 

being deemed unsatisfactory.108 Even within the sub-pool of drivers that successfully take out 

loans, the asset-poorer persist in relative disadvantage, given their higher likelihood of facing 

less favorable borrowing terms.109  

Regardless of how entry-requirement resources are gathered, ride-share prospects 

must choose from a variety of “market strategies” to satisfy their good or service needs. 

Among the car-bereft that opt to rent a vehicle instead of buying, for example, different 

options are available in their locales, each carrying slightly different terms. With rare 

exception (such as Uber’s abandoned in-house leasing program “Xchange”), ride-share 

firms’ role in this process is limited to encouraging drivers to link with external rental and 

leasing agencies.110 Common rental agreement structures include month-to-month 

arrangements and longer-term commitments at slightly lower cost; the value of such regular 

payments, as with any initiation fee, varies positively with car “quality” (a subjective 

evaluation explored later in this paper).111 Explicitly: many different vehicles that meet firm 

approval may be rented by prospective drivers according to their local markets; “higher 

quality” vehicles are associated with higher-value rental payments. 

Drivers that rent or purchase automobiles for the purpose of entering into ride-share 

labor have made clear material commitments. Subtler investments may be demanded from 

those that are already car owners, resulting from specific vehicle requirements set by ride-

share firms. Uber, for example, necessitates that drivers’ cars pass inspection at firm-

specified centers (at cost to the prospective worker) that enforce driver adherence to, among 

other requirements, certain superficial demands – including that the vehicle have “no 
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cosmetic damage” such as “torn seats… [or upholstery] stains”. 112 Explicit signs of repair, 

like “different colored hoods/doors”, are likewise prohibited.113  

The decentralization of the ride-share automobile fleet places material costs and risks 

on drivers that, in more centralized car-for-hire organizational contexts, have historically 

fallen to firms.114 As a result, a fundamental heterogeneity is built into the ride-share 

production process. Because each driver must surmount material entry barriers, the relative 

richness or poorness of their individual material circumstances will characterize the financial 

strains of their entry investments. In other words, since each driver has a different 

relationship with the prerequisite costs of ride-share labor, each necessarily develops a 

personalized connection to the means of production that constitute such outlays and make 

tangible the opportunity of ride-share wages. 

  

D. Material Demands of the Ongoing Labor Process 

Any driver that allots funds towards meeting the vehicle requirements of ride-share 

firms has made a material investment in their labor. As discussed, the details of that financial 

commitment vary widely, but all drivers make such expenditures in the hopes their 

investment will be beyond recouped. In a sense, the material stakes put down in the 

production process encourage drivers to adopt a profit-oriented perspective towards their 

ride-share work. Certainly, wages alone are an incomplete indicator of a driver’s gains from 

their labor: it is the net of what drivers earn in pay and what they sacrifice in production 

expenditures that determines the financial impact of their ride-share work. 

Through this investment of personal capital into the means of production – in what is 

ultimately a wage-labor context – ride-share drivers demonstrate they are not clean analogues 
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to typical U.S. wage-earners. And while they similarly lack control over production revenues, 

ride-share drivers are distinguished from the classic “proletarian” of Marxist labor theory by 

their real ownership over some of the means of production. In certain ways they may best 

resemble participants in the “putting-out system” of cottage industries, where household 

producers secured and maintained their own tools for creation of a semi-artisanal product 

(the ultimate revenues of which were managed by others).115 In relation to their vehicular 

means of production, then, ride-share drivers inhabit a somewhat confused state: their 

investment in and use of these tools can generate personal returns beyond their initial 

expenditures (i.e., they profit) – yet since their fare earnings are ultimately appropriated by 

the firms at a firm-set rate, drivers are simultaneously exploited in their labor as a matter of 

course. Drivers’ automotive tools are thus engines of both alienation and de-alienation with 

respect to the surplus value their labor generates. 

Amidst this contradiction, ride-share vehicles, as a depreciating means of production, 

induce a cyclical rejuvenation of driver-production bonds. Maintenance expenditures, for 

example, are necessary to sustain vehicle machinery. By paying those upkeep costs, drivers 

once again invest in their ride-share labor, adding fresh urgency to concerns of profit-

maximization and introducing new material risk. One dimension of that risk is that such 

investments could turn to losses, like in the case of a vehicle-totaling accident. All machines 

eventually break down, and so it is inevitable that a driver’s car will one day make a 

permanent exit from the road and from production. However, ride-share firms may also 

enforce an earlier departure than mechanically necessary; Uber, for example, mandates all 

driver vehicles be newer than 15 years old.116 At any juncture of total automobile breakdown, 

drivers are confronted by the binary choice of making a substantial re-investment in their 
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ride-share production (i.e., acquiring a new vehicle), or else immediately turning aside the 

flow of ride-share wages.      

Of course, drivers face demands to invest personal resources in their ride-share labor 

beyond occasions of vehicle repair or replacement. The legal necessities of licensing, 

insurance coverage, and other certifications all bear expiration dates and impose renewal 

costs, for example. More pervasively, across all these periodic expenses exist imperative day 

to day costs like those of gasoline and cleaning services, as well as the expense of any 

amenities drivers feel compelled to provide – such as any complimentary items (e.g., water, 

gum, candies).117 Whether these costs are accounted for by driver purchases or by their own 

extra-ride-share labor (like in the case of self-administered cleaning), they are obliged to 

resolve such operational demands in order to sustain access to ride-share wages. 

Practically speaking, the entry and operational expenditures of ride-share oblige 

drivers to accept a constant baseline of financial commitment to that production, punctuated 

by spikes of material pressure (e.g., sudden repair costs). In a sense, a portion of drivers’ 

ride-share income must always circle back to the labor process that generated those wages. If 

these streams of re-investment should dry up or even slow, a driver’s ride-share employment 

is placed in immediate jeopardy. Empty gas tanks must be refilled; flat tires must be 

replaced; soiled interiors must be reupholstered – and such tasks must all be completed 

before the next fare is accepted. Complicating the themes of freedom and independence 

emphasized in interviews with ride-share workers, drivers are intimately aware of this 

dynamic of wage inflows and investment outflows: “I have no choice [but to drive], I have a 

car loan”118; “[I drive because] the money was too good to pass up. We needed it”119.  
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E. Temporal Dimensions of Ride-Share Investments 

Countless different combinations of economic actions can likewise bring an 

individual into a state of viable ride-share production. Depending on heterogeneity in their 

baseline asset endowment, or in the methods and terms of material acquisition available to 

them, every driver able to enter into ride-share ultimately possesses a unique portfolio of 

financial commitments that sustain their labor. As discussed, these vary from driver to driver 

– both in their general makeup as well as their relative financial onerousness. A critical factor 

distinguishing material investments, and the experience thereof, is their temporality.  

Certainly, the time-relevant details of an expenditure are of great significance in 

determining its long-run average cost. As with other investments (e.g., homeownership), 

acquiring an automobile with some particular set of qualities via rental or lease will, 

averaged across time, usually figure as more expensive compared to outright purchase.120 

Admitting the possibility of loan financing introduces further time-dependent investment 

nuance, as the details of interest rates and other agreement terms become critical 

determinants of the final return on that expense. Notwithstanding the practical import of 

these “bottom-line” calculations, the temporal dimensions of an investment may have further 

implications for driver costs beyond expense accounting. Appreciating the subtleties of 

investment-related costs can be aided by first noting differences between production 

expenses that are more or less temporally-linked.  

Some material outlays made by drivers are exhausted in proportion to their ride-share 

production. For example, gasoline is consumed only when their car engine is running. While 

the delineation made by ride-share firms between (paid) “fare” and (unpaid) “idle” time is a 

matter of some contention among drivers, the relationship between miles driven in ride-share 
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labor and fuel consumption is clearly positive.121 In other words, gasoline is a production 

expenditure that accrues in some fixed proportion to the average wages earned by drivers 

during its consumption. The “bang per buck” of a gallon of gasoline – the return on that 

investment – is essentially static, set according to an automobile’s fuel economy and the 

average fare-per-mile wage in a driver’s area. Driver decisions of when and where to work 

have influence on that wage value, as do factors like “surge” / dynamic pricing (temporary 

increases in earnings per trip offered to drivers during high-demand periods).122  

Among drivers making similar operational choices, however, one cannot hope to 

make a gasoline expenditure relatively more profitable by driving either more or fewer miles. 

In fact, maintenance expenses, the cost of interior and exterior cleaning, the price tag of 

restocking complimentary items – these are all material outlays that, while recurring with 

different regularities, have an essentially linear relationship with the miles / fares driven 

during ride-share labor. Some production-exhausted investments carry greater up-front costs 

than others, however, and can thus be seen as necessitating a greater “minimum 

commitment” of ride-share labor. For example, gasoline and car tires are both production-

exhausted investments, but whereas the former could hypothetically (if inconveniently) occur 

on a close to per-ride basis, the latter could not happen so frequently without wasting 

resources. This is because a purchase of gasoline can be made in an amount that corresponds 

to the miles driven during an average fare; by contrast, a car tire is designed to maintain its 

quality for tens of thousands of miles. Thus, while filling a tank of gasoline effectively buys 

the “fuel inputs” corresponding to the production of few dozen ride-share trips, the purchase 

of a tire buys the “tire inputs” corresponding to the production of thousands of trips. 

Breaking from ride-share and shutting off the car engine, say, does not lower the potential 
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returns of a driver’s production-exhausted investments – but to maximize the return of those 

investments may demand dramatically different total commitments of ride-share labor. 

Other critical investments in the ride-share labor process, like insurance and 

registration fees, vehicle rental payments, or any interest on loans taken out to finance some 

ride-share expense – are not exhausted in relation to production itself (i.e., to miles driven / 

fares served / hours worked). Rather, they are “used up” as inputs in relation to the passage 

of time, spent laboring in ride-share or otherwise. Many expenditures on these types of 

investments are made on a monthly basis yet are situated as part of year-long or multi-year 

agreements (e.g., typical car leases). In contrast to the production-exhausted investments a 

driver is understood as owning in perpetuity, these “time-exhausted” investments ultimately 

secure only temporary conferrals of social privilege – to possess a rented vehicle as a “legally 

insured driver”, for example. Similar to production-exhausted investments, however, time-

exhausted investments vary in terms of “lifecycle” and the necessary “minimum 

commitment” drivers must make to maximize returns (e.g., vehicle registration is valid for a 

single year, paid up front).  

The distinction between production- and time-exhausted material investments in ride-

share carries deep implications for drivers and the incentives they face in their labor. At the 

core of this difference is the fact that the returns on production-exhausted investments are 

essentially fixed on a mile-to-mile basis; the returns on time-exhausted investments are 

variable and depend on driver productivity. In the ride-share context, however, the potential 

range of a driver’s “efficiency” in completing a fare is narrow, bound as they are by 

mechanical limitations and traffic laws. Instead, the differences in driver productivity that 

inform the profitability of time-exhausted investments are based in the number of hours they 
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choose to labor during the lifecycle of such an investment. To drive more hours in that set 

timespan is to make a relatively larger return; to drive fewer hours is to decrease profitability.  

Even if a driver does not make a conscious distinction between the “production-

exhausted” and “time-exhausted” investments in their labor, there exists a fundamental (and 

accurate) understanding that, all else equal, devoting more hours to driving will make their 

ride-share enterprise more profitable; ride-share firms are aware of this dynamic and 

structure their software applications accordingly (e.g., with prompts, various bonuses, 

etc.).123 The reverse side of this coin, the counter to the financial reward of laboring more, is 

the financial risk of laboring less – or suddenly not at all. To illustrate: should a ride-share 

driver suddenly find themselves incapacitated for a month, their production-exhausted 

investments (e.g., in gasoline or brake pads) have not lost value; they can translate towards 

just as many productive hours as before. Any time-sensitive investments for that month (e.g., 

an insurance payment), though, have converted into pure losses. Their potential value in 

productive hours was at its maximum the day of payment, falling each day thereafter. 

In accordance with state laws, some ride-share firms impose limits on how many 

consecutive hours its drivers may be able to utilize their application; in California, for 

example, Uber requires an 8-hour off-app period for every 10 consecutive hours worked.124 

Nevertheless, since it is common for drivers to work for multiple competing firms, and since 

there apparently exists no pooling of driver activity records between firms, it is not clear that 

drivers confront any genuine constraint on their labor hour decision-making.125 Rigid 

limitations or no, it would be humanly impossible for a ride-share driver to truly maximize 

the profitability of a time-sensitive production investment (this would require unceasing 

labor for the duration of its lifecycle). Self-sustenance requires that human beings eat, sleep, 
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practice hygiene, and otherwise adopt behaviors that physically and psychologically allow 

them to continue providing ride-share labor. Drivers with other jobs might naturally cite 

those working hours as similarly unavoidable obligations – likewise for the maintenance of 

critical social ties (though evidence suggests drivers accept different degrees of bond 

deterioration in the interest of their ride-share labor).126 

Still, no matter how unreasonable “ideal” profit-maximizing behavior may be for 

drivers, it exists as such – a target that, if unhittable, still produces anxiety when missed: “I 

feel the pressure. As a single mom I have a lot of financial pressure, so I feel really pressured 

to just keep on driving… and I feel like I’m deteriorating.”127 However drivers’ investments 

in their ride-share production may vary, and whatever absolute or relative financial 

disparities that may entail, they have in common the fact that “drive more” is the universal 

profit-maximizing stratagem. Every minute their car sits apart from ride-share labor it is idle 

machinery on a factory floor, accruing financial loss and rust.  

 

F. Exit Barriers 

 As discussed, any temporary pause in the provision of ride-share labor causes drivers’ 

efforts to become less profitable, since the returns on any time-exhausted investment 

necessarily fall. If a driver stops providing ride-share labor permanently, the “balance sheet” 

of their production effectively freezes; gain or loss, the current return on their time-sensitive 

investments becomes ossified. In most cases it is impossible to dull any resulting financial 

damage through market resale (e.g., car insurance is generally not transferable between 

individuals). The few instances where this is technically possible, such as breaking a lease 

agreement, are still characterized by significant expense and effort. Similarly, even 
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production-exhausted investments, while technically retaining their value in the ride-share 

context, may thus lose worth to ex-drivers since they can no longer realize that potential 

through ride-share labor. At any rate, few of these investments are suitable for resale, and 

essentially none could be expected to recoup their purchase price.  

 Exit from ride-share labor thus entails, at best, foregone personal profit, but can easily 

result in significant material loss depending on the timing of one’s investments. The extent of 

a driver’s risk is proportional to the magnitude of their total personal investment in ride-share 

labor, and how those outlays correspond to their broader financial context. Relatively poorer 

drivers (disproportionately obliged to make new investments for the sake of ride-share labor) 

stand to incur greater exit-induced losses compared to more modestly-invested peers. 

Because such investments constitute a greater share of their personal wealth, their loss is 

likewise a greater threat to overall material stability.  

 Essentially, once surmounted, entry barriers immediately transform into exit barriers 

for ride-share drivers. The financial demands of entry necessarily “price out” any otherwise 

interested parties that consider the requisite investments untenable. Those that do undertake 

such investments in ride-share production join a deeply heterogeneous labor pool – diverse in 

terms of their demographic makeup, their devotion of time to ride-share production, and their 

strategies to satisfy the material necessities of that labor. In consideration of the varied 

dynamics of those requisite labor process investments, it is clear that while drivers are alike 

in facing systemic incentives to provide additional labor hours, the risk associated with a 

sudden cessation of those hours is unique across workers. Ultimately, drivers obliged to 

invest a relatively greater share of their personal resources to sustain their ride-share work are 

likely to suffer the greatest degree of financial destabilization in the wake of that wage-
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stream’s collapse. Active ride-share drivers thus inhabit wide-ranging contexts of precarity 

regarding the potential losses from sector exit.  

 

IV. Ratings  

On the most popular ride-share applications, consumer interactions with driver “star 

ratings” are somewhat peripheral to the actual transportation services they receive. Before a 

user’s ride begins, the fare-accepting driver’s rating and name appear on their smartphone 

screens.128 (The user may opt to “cancel” the fare request at this point). Once the user’s ride 

has ended, their applications prompt them to contribute to their driver’s star average by 

providing a rating of their own. By design, consumers of ride-share services will only ever 

encounter drivers whose overall ratings cluster near the top of the scale. If a user should 

provide a sub-5-star rating they may be obliged to choose one of several possible reasons (or 

“other”) in a drop-down menu.129 Otherwise, they are only ever urged: “rate your [trip]!”130  

Given this user-facing setup of ride-share applications, a consumer might rationally 

infer that the star rating is a relatively insignificant component of the process – much to 

drivers’ documented frustration.131 From the latter’s perspective, these passenger ratings 

carry a deep significance to their labor, meaningfully influencing their choices of how to 

perform their ride-share services. The most direct function of such ratings is that they create a 

driver-associated metric to which ride-share firms stake out a “deactivation threshold.” These 

thresholds are specific ratings values that, while varying somewhat between ride-share 

markets, are typically well in excess of 4 stars. When drivers agree to the “contractor” terms 

laid out by ride-share firms, they consent to give those firms the legal right to deactivate 
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them (i.e., prohibit application access – fire them, practically speaking) in the event they 

possess sub-threshold ratings. 

This consequence for drivers may be noted, if obliquely, when application users 

accept the terms of use for ride-share applications. Underneath a cartoon banner of a hyper-

diverse assortment of ostensible drivers / passengers, Uber exhorts users to “Help us change 

the way the world moves for the better,” requiring passengers to “Treat others with respect” 

and “Report if anything’s wrong”, with an “I accept” icon below.132 If a user does not rush to 

“accept” and instead decides to scroll down, revealing erstwhile hidden text, they can read 

“Any Uber app user whose rating falls below a certain threshold can lose access to their 

account”. This warning, amidst the aforementioned commitments to a generalized social 

justice, appears under a heading that entreats users: “Help us hold everyone accountable.” 

Day-to-day user experiences on ride-share applications are unlikely to shed additional 

light on this ratings-induced consequence for drivers. As noted above, if an Uber application 

user responds to a “rate your [trip]!” prompt with a less-than perfect rating, they are 

encouraged by the application to supply additional information as to “what went wrong”. 

Any kind of straightforward description of the rating system’s overarching function, 

however, is lacking. Upon opening the application, a five-tap navigation sequence can bring 

a user to a “Rating a driver” informational page.  Such users might read that “drivers with 

low ratings may lose access to the Uber app.” They would not learn, however, what threshold 

constitutes a “low [i.e., app-deactivating rating].” Vague guidance is given by a primer that 

describes the two ends of the ratings spectrum: “5-stars means there were no issues… 1-

star… typically means… there [was] a serious problem.”133 If users issuing 4-star ratings 

were to consider such marks as a statement of “almost perfect,” they would likely be 
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surprised to learn that actual deactivation thresholds in most cities are around 4.6 for Uber 

(and similarly high for Lyft).134 Whatever the communication intent of the passenger, a 4-star 

rating – filtered through the mechanics of the ride-share application – clearly signifies, “If 

you perform at this level more often than not, you will eventually lose your job.” 

Most ride-share drivers will never experience app deactivation due to a low rating 

score. However, all drivers are subject to the incentive structures created by this potential 

risk. Ride-share workers are conscious of these stakes and generally preoccupied with 

securing a 5-star rating from any given passenger.135 Further complicating the picture, what it 

means to deliver a “5-star ride” is ultimately ill-defined and in practice may vary widely from 

user to user; it requires drivers to perpetually approximate a shifting target. Nevertheless, it is 

critical for drivers to achieve accuracy in this aim. Amidst the passenger biases that inform 

their evaluations of driver competence, a ride-share worker’s success in sustaining their 

employment depends on the dexterity with which they direct their customer-pleasing 

emotional labor. 

 

A. Ratings as Decentralization 

Ride-share firms commonly allude to their ratings systems as part and parcel of a 

broader prioritization of customer experience. Lyft, for example, asserts that the motivation 

behind this feature is to “ensure the safety and comfort of the Lyft community.”136 Setting 

aside any interrogation of how rating systems align with this aim, it is clear the deactivation 

threshold is intended to have practical effects on how drivers navigate the ride-share labor 

process.  
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Since the material stability of ride-share drivers is contingent on their sustaining high 

ratings, driver self-interest compels them to respond by vying for 5-stars during each fare.137 

The rating system amounts to a structure of incentives (e.g., the “carrot” of a high average 

rating and the job security “breathing room” it entails) and disincentives (e.g., the “stick” of 

low rating-induced deactivation). Significantly, these influences are not clearly constrained to 

any one area of driver performance; a driver is not rated merely on how well they navigated 

traffic, say, but on the overall “trip quality”. Regardless of the accuracy of their perception of 

“5-star service”, drivers are materially compelled to judge their potential actions as 

conducive or not to a 5-star rating, and to model their behavior accordingly.  

Scholars have described this type of ratings-induced behavior modulation as the 

“quantification of discipline” in which “performance measures are… mobilized as panoptic 

technologies of surveillance.”138 While historically falling under the purview of a managerial 

stratum within firms, the tasks of worker performance monitoring and formal training have 

become increasingly digitized across labor market contexts.139 In the circumstance of ride-

share, such direct supervisory roles have been excised from the production process entirely. 

The behavioral influence they might have exercised is instead primarily driven by ratings 

systems and associated driver responses. Ride-share firms have thus been able to decentralize 

these monitoring and training processes (and their attendant costs) into the reactive 

relationship created between drivers and their rating averages. The ultimate financial and 

psychological burden this places on ride-share workers – like the ultimate burden of material 

investments in the labor process – varies in patterned ways across the driver pool. 
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B. Centralized (Formal & Informal) Training  

Earlier sections of this thesis explored how the decentralization of car fleets in ride-

share (i.e., firms neither procure nor maintain such automobiles) translates to a displacement 

of labor process costs onto drivers. That discussion focused primarily on the costs embedded 

in the independent acquisition and upkeep of a firm-approved vehicle. However, the 

decentralization of the automobile fleet cannot be fully encapsulated by a redistribution of 

those mechanical costs from firms to drivers; this organizational tilt also erases the 

(unavoidably) communal space of the “fleet garage” and the benefits workers may have 

derived therein.  

Certainly, amidst any prospective benefits, car-for-hire drivers have also borne costs 

as a result of belonging to more centralized organizational structures. Setting aside any 

potential per-fare wage differences between the two frameworks, the history of the (relatively 

more cost-centralized) taxi firm illustrates some potential pitfalls. For example, the existence 

of organizational “middlemen” – roles whose discretion allocates available resources – opens 

possibilities for consistently better or worse experiences for different types of drivers 

according to that (potentially biased) decision-making. Taxi drivers have frequently cited the 

necessity of providing unofficial payouts (“bribes”) to dispatcher staff so as to avoid 

suboptimal vehicle or fare assignment.140 Beyond the sort of material hierarchy this 

constitutes, fleet garages could also be spaces of interpersonal tension – not only between 

drivers and management, but between drivers themselves. In addition to the perennial 

dividing line of workplace seniority, conflicts could be inflamed by racial, ethnic, and other 

group prejudices.141  
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Despite their potential as sites of bias (a risk in any social space), fleet garages are 

also key locales in which drivers have obtained knowledge and other supports from their 

peers and/or supervisors. From critical guidance on local routes to strategies for dealing with 

unruly passengers, new arrivals could receive informal training from veteran drivers.142 Even 

among taxi drivers that ultimately pursued independent vehicle and medallion ownership, 

fleet garages have served as “training [grounds]” and sites in which to build social networks 

with other car-for-hire laborers.143 The informal training available in such communal spaces 

can have value for drivers: it may lead to greater per-fare remuneration (e.g., in the form of 

increased gratuities) or relatively lower per-fare costs (e.g., through sharing strategies to 

reduce mental and mechanical strains).  

In terms of more structured, formal training, fleet-centralized taxicab firms have 

established various arrangements with driver labor. Some require that potential hires 

preemptively pass driver knowledge exams (e.g., municipality-regulated “hack tests”) 

independently; others provide new hires with no-cost instruction on subjects ranging from 

defensive driving to the assistance of special-needs and elderly passengers.144 The details of 

any formal training sequence – including its contents and potential costs to workers – largely 

depend on the particular contractual relationships between taxi drivers and their firms. 

Central to this relationship is a driver’s official status as employee or contractor – with firms 

taking much more active roles in training “employee”-designated drivers.145 What is relevant 

here, however, is not the variation in formal training that exists between taxicab firms, but 

the fact that a centralized organizational structure contributes to drivers sharing some 

common baseline of labor process-relevant skills and knowledge. 
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C. Decentralized (Formal & Informal) Training 

In the context of app-based ride-share there are no firm-maintained physical spaces in 

which drivers across some operational geography interact. The informal knowledge-sharing 

that could have taken place at such sites therefore does not occur, and formal training 

sessions (e.g., in “defensive driving” or customer service techniques) are not mandated. 

Excepting a handful of online advice pages and brief video guides, dominant ride-share firms 

leave driver training as a matter for workers to resolve independently. Absent formal training 

modules or any assured peer interaction by which new hires might “learn the ropes”, drivers 

must set their own workplace education curricula.146 To inform their choices of how to best 

pursue skill-development, these laborers must essentially construct a ride-share 

epistemology, inferring what factors of the car-for-hire experience produce qualitative 

distinctions in the mind of passengers, and how their behavior as drivers might modify those 

perceptions.147 In place of the standardized guidance of firm-administered training or the 

“collective wisdom” of workplace peers, ride-share drivers find direction in the star rating 

system itself. Both the remunerative promise of high ratings and the material threat of low 

ones encourage drivers to generate and act upon theories of the nature of  “5-star rides”.  

Ride-share drivers lack “resources provided by an organizational context” which, as 

discussed above, implies a lack of formal and informal training opportunities. It also means 

these workers do not encounter clearly demarcated managerial figures whose performance 

evaluations would, in other labor contexts, determine employment, compensation, and 

promotion outcomes.148 By identifying managers and peers alike, centralized workplaces 

may offer laborers greater insight into the metrics that (ostensibly) inform such assessments 

of their work. In the absence of organizational signposts pointing towards common 
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definitions of “high-quality performance”, ride-share laborers are drawn into “identity work”: 

to orient themselves as drivers, each must make sense of their role in the labor process, 

ascribing meaning and logic to their engagements within it.149 On a fare-by-fare basis, drivers 

must determine the characteristics of a “5-star” driver and arrange their performance 

accordingly.  

This “independence” of self-direction is an aspect of ride-share labor that drivers not 

only recognize, but often cite as a point of pride – an emblem of entrepreneurial spirit.150 

However, in spite of the isolationist currents in their work, many drivers also make concerted 

efforts to create and participate in peer exchanges, predominantly in the spaces of existing 

social media platforms (e.g., Reddit forums or Facebook groups).151 Drivers in these contexts 

solicit and dispense advice on “best-practices” for topics ranging from passenger 

management, to tax preparation, to the navigation of firm bureaucracies (e.g., when 

contesting an “unfair” star rating).152 Perhaps encouraged by the pseudo- or outright 

anonymity of these online zones, drivers also engage in collective “venting” – cataloguing or 

otherwise airing grievances on any and all aspects of the ride-share labor experience.153 From 

such an angle, these online spaces bear some resemblance to the physical zones of taxicab 

fleet garages, with both offering some degree of inter-worker exchange.   

 Whatever the broader “interactive potential” of such online communities, however, 

they are critically limited in their capacity to replicate the social opportunities of fleet 

garages. Part of this constraint is tied to the basic dynamics of communication on these 

platforms. For example, the anonymity of participants may serve as a double-edged sword, 

simultaneously encouraging honesty of expression while in other ways stunting the 

development of trust.154 Open discourse in general may promote a sense of shared 
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experience, but genuine skill exchange is only likely to occur between drivers that have 

reached some level of confidence in one another’s counsel.  

A similarly two-sided feature, these social media spaces are, of course, not physically 

bound, allowing drivers to contribute to online exchange regardless of where they perform 

ride-share labor. This lack of fixed spatiality is a boon for drivers in small cities or rural areas 

who, unlike operators in large urban environments, are typically too small in number to 

support digital communities specific to their market. However, this overarching geographic 

ambiguity – including within city- or region-specific forums that cover especially large areas 

– may result in drivers doubting the relevance of others’ contributions to their own labor 

circumstances. Such a dynamic contrasts with environments like fleet garages, whose spatial 

fixedness naturally encourages self-selection among drivers with overlapping areas of 

operation. 

 Outside of social media exchanges, there exist additional training resources that 

pointedly advertise their utility for drivers seeking to secure higher ratings or otherwise 

improve their labor outcomes. For example, a multitude of “ride-share experts” maintain 

blogs and YouTube channels with regularly-updated content on a range of topics pertaining 

to popular driver concerns. Oftentimes, these free services exist adjacent to “pay to play” 

online tutorials or publications.155 In some cases, ride-share firms themselves have 

established business relationships with purveyors of priced training services. For example, 

Uber drivers deactivated due to low overall star-ratings may regain application access 

(effectively, become re-hired) if they purchase and complete certain third-party training 

modules.156  
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 Although these formal and informal training opportunities differ insofar as their 

upfront costs to drivers, they are all uncompensated, “off-the-clock” pursuits. A driver’s 

capacity to devote time to such trainings will naturally depend on their personal context of 

ride-share and extra-ride-share obligations. Moreover, fluid access to (or even awareness of) 

these resources is dependent on an easy familiarity with navigating online spaces – which, in 

general, favors the young and the English-speaking. Similarly, any priced training services 

are inherently cost-discriminating, and thus figure as relatively more accessible opportunities 

for wealthier drivers compared to their poorer counterparts.  

 

D. Centralized Management 

Despite the advent of computing and internet technology, most economic enterprise 

occurs “on-site”, where the inputs and labors of production are jointly activated at a 

particular location (e.g., a factory, hospital, or theater), within a given radius (e.g., grocery 

delivery), or on a spatially-linked network (e.g., shipping). The staffing structures associated 

with such activities typically feature some type of smaller managerial stratum that exercises 

authority in production decision-making over a substratum of more numerous, “rank-and-

file” workers. This authority is most often exercised in-person but may be communicated by 

any number of remote means (e.g., telephone, radio, electronic message) and has significant 

consequences for more junior employees (e.g., the content of their work, their 

compensation). These managerial choices are typically reflective of broader organizational 

directives from top powers in the firm (e.g., owners, any shareholders) who may play little or 

no direct role in firm operations. 
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Such managerial oversight exists in taxicab companies, where driver laborers are 

subject to the decisions of (hierarchically) senior supervising staff. Historically, taxi drivers 

also interfaced with “dispatch” coordinators whose choices (e.g., in cab or fare assignment) 

could meaningfully influence labor conditions for a given worker. In reaction to the power 

wielded by dispatchers, some drivers have reported cultures of bribery aimed at securing 

more favorable assistance.157 Contentious managerial decisions on wages and benefits 

frequently evoked organized responses from drivers, who confronted unpopular top-down 

decisions as a collective, antagonistic bloc. The organized driver groups active in these 

workplace conflicts varied over time in composition (within and across firms), cohesiveness, 

and relative influence on the taxicab sector.158    

Conflicts between organized drivers and taxi firm management all possess an 

underlying dynamic of hierarchical struggle. The drivers and managers constitute two distinct 

organizational strata with clearly defined membership pools and labor process roles. In spite 

of meaningful differences according to demography and personal circumstance, taxi drivers 

share much in the way of a common labor experience, collectively subject to the decisions of 

a more highly compensated, less numerous managerial cadre. In this sense, the relatively 

“close quarters” of centralized production foster a type of transparency. Although taxi drivers 

pass only a small portion of their working hours in the communal spaces of fleet garages, the 

ensuing interactions are sufficient to build a common knowledge of managerial decision-

making. Drivers are aware of the content and administrative source of policies regarding 

compensation, disciplinary measures, and other workplace conditions.159   
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E. Decentralized Management 

The absence of a fleet garage or other common space in ride-share not only inhibits 

inter-worker skill exchange, as discussed earlier, but social interaction more generally – 

between drivers and across the driver-manager divide. The latter relationships, beyond the 

lack of face-to-face communication, are warped further as a result of the sector’s unique 

staffing structures. In certain respects, while drivers in ride-share are managed (e.g., they are 

disciplined, materially rewarded, etc.), they do not have “managers”. Much of the 

communication a driver receives “from Lyft”, for example, arrives on their smartphone 

screen as a result of algorithmically-driven processes. Software code establishes automated 

procedures by which certain driver events (e.g., “low” recent trip ratings) trigger particular 

stock messages to be sent from firm to worker. A possible sign of organizational self-

consciousness over this algorithmic primacy, Uber assures users that in the event of app 

“deactivation” (worker suspension or termination), “people will always play a role”.160 

App deactivation may be induced by “low” star ratings, serious driver misconduct 

(e.g., criminal behavior), or passenger reports that a driver was “disrespectful” or “ignor[ed]” 

a “dashboard warning [e.g., a “check-engine”] light”.161 In any case, should a driver be 

compelled to contest their deactivation or otherwise discuss some matter with their ride-share 

employer, they are confronted by layers of digital machinery. For example, the first step for 

many drivers is to submit a “support ticket” that essentially places their work-related conflict 

in a queue for managerial attention.162 Phone calls to firm support lines are frequently 

“answered” by “interactive voice response system[s]” that may or may not incorporate a live 

human.163 Notably, managerial judgment in this “ticket”-driven process is dispensed by a 
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rotating set of employees; a driver does not speak to their (fixed) manager but to a (incident-

specific, temporary) manager.  

Driver interviews suggest that consternation with the ride-share support system (both 

its processes and outcomes) is a common sentiment.164 At least part of this frustration is 

rooted in the fact that any apparent delays or inefficiencies in resolving an app-deactivation 

issue constitute genuine financial duress for drivers – their wage-streams frozen for the 

duration. Simultaneously, drivers’ separation from a more concrete, centralized managerial 

apparatus limits the scope of confrontation with that structure. Absent a physical site of 

workplace social exchange, drivers face reduced opportunities to form a group identity – as 

workers jointly subject to managerial decisions, say. Ride-share drivers are likewise inhibited 

in their ability to identify (let alone rally in opposition to) representatives of the managerial 

stratum.165 

One result of ride-share’s ephemeral management structure is thus the displacement 

of worker-supervisor conflict. Drivers, lacking a static managerial target for any grievances, 

may be compelled to turn attention towards their passengers – whose performance 

evaluations (in star ratings and other feedback reports) are clearly impactful to their labor 

outcomes. Yet where managerial staff may be confronted by organized labor action as a 

means of shaping workplace conditions, this is not a viable strategy for drivers to adopt with 

passengers. The service work context dramatically constrains their behavior; drivers risk 

alienating passengers (and securing a low rating) if they are perceived as aggressively 

“fishing” for 5 stars. For some drivers chafing under ride-share’s managerial system, this 

relative impotence is channeled into an enhanced customer-pleasing anxiety.166  
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The deemphasis on traditional management structures in ride-share – creating room 

for drivers to “be [their] own boss” – merges with the passenger star-rating system. This  

combination incentivizes drivers to become their own behavioral overseers. Driver 

interviews suggest that some rationalize this strain as testament to their entrepreneurial spirit 

and work ethic, whereas others find the dynamic grating. Any workplace resentments are 

dead-ended, however, by the union of these two labor process features. Together they 

function to channel driver grievances towards the more immediate, more actionable concern 

of customer satisfaction.167 

 

V. The Cost of 5-Star Ratings 

 It bears repeating that the star ratings applied to drivers are subjective assessments 

made by passengers, carried out after their ride-share transportation has ended. The ratings 

have no direct connection to ride metrics (e.g., trip duration, average speed, incidence of 

sudden starts or stops). Any relationship between “objective” ride characteristics and star 

rating is an indirect one, mediated by customer perception – including their conscious and 

unconscious associations with “high quality” ride-share service. Within this process, 

passengers make use of the material and personal conditions drivers bring to the fare 

experience, absorbing what their senses interpret as salient information.168 

 

A. Consumer Evaluations 

 Ride-share applications instruct passengers: “rate your trip” (i.e., “rate your 

[driver]”). This type of solicitation has become increasingly familiar to 21st century 

consumers: they are requested to evaluate an imprecisely-defined experience, using a crude 
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scale, with no apparent consequence for the rater (and perhaps only implied consequences for 

the rated). Amazon, Yelp, and Google, for example, are a near-ubiquitous presence for 

digitally-connected consumers. Like ride-share, each platform features a user-driven rating 

system out of five “stars”. In contrast to ride-share, however, all three feature (lauded) 

products, vendors, and/or service providers that maintain star rating averages well below the 

deactivation thresholds for ride-share drivers.169 Experience with these widely popular 

consumer platforms and their 5-star rating systems may naturally influence how an individual 

interfaces with the 5-star rating system in ride-share. 

Regardless of any evaluative encroachment from other rating systems, a ride-share 

passenger could likely articulate some personal definition of a “high quality trip” or cite 

examples of “5-star” and lesser experiences. A great deal of sociological and psychological 

research suggests, however, that an individual’s behaviors and perceptions do not comport 

neatly to rationalizations thereof. Instead, some scholars describe conscious life as a process 

of deference to our individual “declarative” and “nondeclarative culture[s]”, that we are 

guided (knowingly and unknowingly) by value systems we have constructed through the 

course of our social experience.170 In the context of passengers in ride-share, this suggests 

individuals arrive at ratings decisions through a process at least partially informed by 

emotional associations, not some stoic response to “objective truths” about the ride. 

 For drivers, this amorphous, individualized aspect of consumer evaluation has 

significant implications for the labor embodied in producing a “5-star” ride. Drivers must 

contend with the conscious preferences of their passengers, as well as their unconscious 

biases; securing a 5-star rating requires drivers adapt their behavior to best suit those criteria. 

In cases where passenger dispositions clash with some aspect of a driver’s ride-share 
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performance (i.e., of a “high-quality” ride), drivers may need to exert relatively greater effort 

to attain 5 stars. Driver demography and their interrelated material circumstances are critical 

components of the “scene” they create each fare, subjected to the preferences of a new 

passenger audience. 

 

B. Social Status and Ratings Capacity 

 Ultimately, the labor embodied in consistent production of “5-star” ratings can be 

understood as the convergence of several factors. Cornerstone to them all is that drivers, both 

during and outside their ride-share labor hours, exist within broad, intersecting hierarchies of 

social status. The nature of one’s position will vary according to wealth, race, gender, and 

other demographic characteristics. However, the social reality of such hierarchy is not 

reducible to a spectrum running from “privileged” to “underprivileged”; the impact of an 

individual’s status will correspond to how their characteristics (as perceived by some 

observer) map to prevailing social sentiment towards those qualities.171 A given characteristic 

may carry multifaceted (even contradictory) meanings with differential resonance across 

individuals. The cumulative social effect is that individuals construct competing notions of 

“demographic truth” (characteristic-value mappings) that vary in patterned ways between 

social blocs.  

  In the generic case of person-to-person evaluation it is highly likely each party – 

rater and rated – will inhabit unique social positions and possess unique value orientations. 

Depending on these particulars, different “scenes”, “props”, and “performances” may be 

imbued with different meanings. The same behavior by a given driver may carry distinct 

social weight in the perceptions of different passengers; a given passenger may esteem the 
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same behavior distinctly when carried out by different drivers. Thus, in producing a “high-

quality” performance for a given evaluator, some actors will occupy social positions offering 

greater stylistic flexibility and inspiring a higher baseline of audience sympathy.172 

 Within any ride-share market’s mix of driver and passenger pools, then, certain 

drivers will find themselves more or less advantageously positioned to create the “scene” of a 

5-star trip. Certainly, perceptions and ride-share expectations vary across passengers. But 

since driver-passenger matching in a particular time and place is close to randomized, drivers 

working the same jurisdiction / shift will ultimately serve very similar sets of passengers in 

the long-run. Depending on how closely their individual service aligns with those passenger 

preferences, drivers may be obliged to expend more or less labor (i.e., in on-the-job effort or 

peripheral investments in ride-share) to secure a 5-star rating. 

 For example, holding all other details equal, a driver whose automobile is more 

mechanically blemished (e.g., has squeaky brakes) compared to their peers may find they 

need to compensate somehow (e.g., via more generous amenity provision) in order to avoid 

their relative car quality deficiency translating to a lower star rating average. Conversely, a 

driver whose demographic characteristics are perceived as more aligned with “safe”, 

“pleasant”, or “competent” service (i.e., as a result of passenger bias) may find that, 

compared to demographically-maligned drivers, they can sustain the same rating average in 

spite of shortcomings in other service areas.  

 

C. Relative Costs of 5-Star Production (Material Status) 

Much discussion in the first half of this document relates to how driver material status 

can correspond to significantly different relationships with ride-share labor. In order to 
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achieve some specific material layout in their work – e.g., to drive a particular car, supply 

certain amenities, or outfit their person in a given way – drivers must shoulder material 

burdens of distinct weights. Among ride-share prospects, the relatively asset- and income-

poor are more likely to find themselves obliged to take on new investments (e.g., renting a 

vehicle, performing a mechanical repair, or paying document registration fees) in order to 

secure firm consent to labor as a driver. Given the less favorable financial resources at their 

disposal, these necessary entry costs may be both proportionally and absolutely greater than 

expenditures made by their wealthier peers – and may create stronger labor supply 

incentives. As their material investment in ride-share production grows, drivers risk greater 

degrees of financial loss in the event of temporary or permanent app deactivation. 

Income and wealth status is highly entwined with other dimensions of social 

hierarchy in no small part because of how material opportunity (including access to 

institutions) strongly correlates with social capital more broadly.173 For example, the explicit 

racial hierarchy of U.S. slavery and Jim Crow, as well as the ostensibly “colorblind” War on 

Drugs, are prominent currents in an extensive national history of racialized wealth 

distribution – in which “proximity to Whiteness” is associated with higher, more secure 

financial status.174 One outcome of racialized political and institutional development is that 

neighborhoods with smaller proportions of White residents are more poorly served by 

financial institutions (e.g., loan-issuing banks)175. Peer networks within these areas may be 

similarly less viable material supports compared to networks with members in wealthier 

zones. And, significantly, a racialized wealth distribution contributes to prevailing cultural 

associations between “Whiteness” and wealth, such that Whiteness – and objects or 
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behaviors that are perceived as “signaling” it – become relatively gilded in the popular 

imagination.176  

The pattern of intersection between material and racial hierarchies is echoed in the 

relationship of wealth and nativity: the historical contingencies spurring migration to the U.S. 

have meant that immigrants as a whole tend to be less wealthy than their U.S.-born peers. 

Likewise, arrivals from Sub-Saharan Africa and Central America, for example, have less 

wealth than their European immigrant counterparts – with effects of “colorism” also active 

within such regional blocs.177 Cutting across all these demographic categories is the factor of 

gender, where “male privilege” has historically included dramatic financial advantage.178 

Essentially, individuals in the U.S. that are more unambiguously “other” – perceived as being 

more distinct from a generally White, generally male, generally Anglo “norm” – have been 

historically marginalized. Such ostracization has, among other effects, limited lifetime 

accrual and intergenerational transfer of wealth, and abstractly devalued members of these 

groups through their perceived association with poverty.  

And so, in addition to the tangible costs that poorer drivers must shoulder to enter into 

and sustain their ride-share labor, such workers are also more likely to bear reputational 

burdens that are demographically adjacent to wealth status. Any material investment these 

drivers may make in an attempt to recover this lost reputational ground will naturally 

compound aforementioned inequalities in the material burdens of ride-share. 

 

D. Relative Costs of 5-Star Production (Racial Status) 

As discussed above, the intersection of race and wealth hierarchies suggests that, 

among potential drivers in U.S. markets, the average non-White individual will be less 
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advantageously positioned to cross the material entry barriers to ride-share. If these 

distributional trends carry into the pool of active drivers, non-Whites will likewise have 

fewer resources available to make investments in production (e.g., vehicle and amenity 

quality) that passengers may associate with a “5-star ride”.  

In a similar vein, as less wealthy demographics compared to U.S. Whites, Blacks and 

Latinos, for example, may encounter additional poverty-associated reputational damage – 

less associated on average with “high quality” service. Although Uber does not make trip 

data by driver and passenger race publicly available, researchers have used defensible 

proxies to model such racial dynamics. In a study on ride-share demographics and tipping 

behavior, authors found that drivers from zip code quintiles with the highest proportion of 

Black and Hispanic residents (i.e., most likely to be Black or Hispanic drivers) were less 

likely to be tipped at all, receiving just 83% of the tip value accrued by drivers from zip 

codes with the lowest quintiles of minority residency (i.e., most likely to be White drivers).179 

Research on the service sector more broadly suggests that the racialized dimensions 

of workplace stress documented there could reasonably take root in the ride-share service 

context.180 Admittedly, emotional labor is a universal phenomenon among service workers: 

the provision of “good service” entails an ongoing effort of empathy (e.g., to detect customer 

preferences) and restraint (e.g., of personal inclinations running counter to customer 

preferences). Drivers of all demographic backgrounds engage in such labor during their ride-

share work, exerting effort to cultivate a “pleasant” experience for passengers conducive to a 

5-star rating.181 

However, studies of ride-share drivers echo the findings of other service sector 

research, suggesting that the strain of producing a “pleasant” atmosphere varies across 
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workers and along racial lines. Drivers frequently cite an obligation to tolerate rudeness from 

ride-share passengers, and note this can include withstanding racially insensitive language.182 

For example, non-White drivers operating for Uber in a variety of markets have described 

their being subject to racial slurs and xenophobic epithets.183 Drivers are not insensible to the 

racialized implications of this labor process feature: “racism… [is] probably THE best 

argument against the rating system there is”; “Of course the crowd-sourced rating system is 

racist.”184 

For their part, ride-share firms explicitly decry such discriminatory passenger 

behavior. They maintain nominal policies that ban offending passengers from their 

applications.185 In instances where drivers receive racial or other abuse from passengers, 

however, they face a conundrum: asserting their dignity as they see fit could shatter the 

“pleasant” scene and result in their receiving a low star rating. Even if drivers are aware that 

official firm policy is to excise “retaliatory” low ratings, they are cognizant that pursuing this 

route entails navigating the firm’s “driver support” bureaucracy, and that there may be no 

guarantee of a satisfactory (e.g., non-rating damaging) resolution.  

Research on human stress response has made the effects of this predicament more 

tangible. For example, the stress hormone Cortisol is increasingly understood as playing a 

meaningful role in raising vulnerability to a variety of bodily diseases and psychological 

maladies.186 Studies have demonstrated that incidents of racial discrimination can precipitate 

a rise in Cortisol levels, but that similar increases are also associated with the more general 

experience of being under social scrutiny – especially when one is evaluated on tasks that 

contain elements of “uncontrollability”.187 While studies of ride-share workers have not 

measured Cortisol production in particular, driver interviews leave little doubt of worker 
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preoccupation with the ratings process: “[ratings are] a major stress factor… riders [can 

be]… very judgmental”.188 The documented occurrence of racialized passenger interactions 

implies that drivers of color may be uniquely vulnerable to these types of physiological stress 

responses. Among other costs of “5-star” production, then, drivers of color may be obliged to 

carry greater health burdens compared to their similarly-operating, White peers.  

 

 

E. Relative Costs of 5-Star Production (Gender Status) 

Some research into ride-share tipping has suggested that female drivers – especially 

younger ones – may enjoy a gratuity premium relative to their male counterparts.189 This 

finding is complemented by other investigations into the gendered dimensions of service 

work, which observe that women are frequently seen as being more appropriately “suited” to 

that type of labor in comparison to men.190 In other words, stereotypes as to the “feminine” 

nature of service work could mean that women drivers more easily mesh with passenger 

conceptions of “5-star quality” ride-share service. Such a straightforward picture is 

complicated by additional research that – in spite of their “natural” service work bona fides – 

women may be perceived as less competent drivers, with this sentiment becoming amplified 

in the case of any trip issues (e.g., a failure in navigation – due to either GPS or human 

error). 191 

Whatever elevated tipping conditions female drivers may experience, there persists a 

gendered wage-gap in ride-share. The basis of such a gap may not be immediately clear 

given the inapplicability of many typical explanations aligned with more traditional 

organizational structures. For example, managerial discrimination (e.g., in hiring and 
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promotion decisions) or other effects of male-dominated workplaces do not map well to the 

ride-share labor process. Instead, research suggests this ride-share “gender penalty” is 

primarily rooted in driver choice of working hours, where women drivers disproportionately 

eschew more remunerative “bar-hour” driving. Motivations may include gendered time 

constraints (e.g., a greater likelihood of evening or nighttime childcare responsibilities) as 

well as safety concerns, including an aversion to intoxicated passengers.192 

Indeed, ride-share workers of all genders report experiences of sexual harassment, but 

interviews with female drivers suggest a greater fear of outright assault.193 Absent formal 

driver self-defense training firms might have provided in a more cost-centralized 

organizational context, some female drivers engage in “defensive labor” for their physical 

and emotional protection. Such labor includes supplementary material investments in their 

ride-share production, including the installation of in-vehicle cameras and the procurement of 

weapons like pepper-spray.194 Other drivers express concern, however, that adopting such 

measures would upset passengers or otherwise disrupt the production of a “safe” ride-share 

scene, resulting in lower star ratings.195 And so, as with drivers of color that may face 

racialized remarks from passengers, so too do female drivers encounter a conflict between 

two forms of self-preservation – that of their mental and physical health on one side, and that 

of their material stability on the other.  

 

F. Relative Costs of 5-Star Production (Age, Immigration, and Disability) 

While dissimilar in many respects, the broad demographic categories of “older 

individuals”, “immigrants”, and “the disabled” share a number of overlapping constraints in 

the ride-share context. Studies suggest that these groups may be at a relatively heightened 
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risk of being perceived by passengers as “out of their depth” in their provision of ride-share 

labor. However accurate or not for a given driver, popular stereotypes associated with these 

groups – e.g., unfamiliarity with local roadways or the English language for recent 

immigrants; difficulty with using digital platforms and other technology for older drivers – 

represent a reputational burden. 196 In the event of issues during a trip (e.g., a smartphone 

glitch or mapping software mis-routing), drivers in these categories may be more often 

perceived as personally at fault compared to drivers not belonging to those groups, suffering 

relatively lower star ratings as a result.  

Drivers that do face some sort of personal challenge with technology use – 

particularly the internet – confront additional, indirect, ratings-based difficulties. Whether the 

result of English language challenges, digital inexperience, or other accessibility issues, any 

above-average trouble with computer use presents a barrier between drivers and informal 

online training resources. These hurdles mean the costs in time and energy of successfully 

accessing driver forums or YouTube tutorial videos, say, may be relatively increased, while 

the skill-improving benefit of such resources may be relatively diminished.  

As a result of reduced access to informal training, or out of concerns over passenger 

bias, drivers in these groups may experience a relatively higher baseline of stress in their 

labor. Deaf drivers, for example, report anxiety over disclosing their disability status to 

passengers, citing incidents where they felt doing so made them targets of passenger 

frustration and derision.197 Similarly, certain driver behaviors that passengers may associate 

with “high-quality” service, such as making casual conversation during the trip, may be 

disproportionately challenging for English-learning or hearing-impaired drivers. 
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Finally, for elderly and disabled drivers in particular, research illustrates that the 

physical labor of driving – while taxing to some degree for all ride-share workers – is 

particularly acute for these groups.198 In comparison, young and able-bodied drivers may be 

little-burdened by the action of loading a passenger’s luggage into a car, for example. 

However, other less physically able drivers must choose to either suffer the above-average 

bodily strain of such labor, or else hope that passenger sympathy will provide a consistent 

bulwark against sub-optimal ratings.199 

 

G. Replicating Social Hierarchies 

 In each of the brief examinations above, it can be seen that social status – writ large, 

but also across specific hierarchies – has a documented influence on the labor experiences of 

ride-share drivers, providing advantages in some cases and disadvantages in others. While no 

individual’s ride-share outcomes exist as some formulaic determination, there are 

nevertheless real patterns across demographic lines that inform the average, relative costs in 

money and labor that are necessary to consistently produce “5-star” (i.e., ride-share 

employment-sustaining) ratings.  

 Critically, though, the demographic advantages and disadvantages described here are 

more than inevitable symptoms of interpersonal exchange in the modern U.S. social 

landscape. While not the author of these hierarchies, the structural features of ride-share 

production articulate them in ways that are unique to standard labor market arrangements. 

The ratings system in particular, with the inevitable role played by status and social mores in 

coloring assessments of a person’s competency, is a potent mechanism by which these 

broader social hierarchies bleed into the ride-share context. 
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 The star-ratings feature is nevertheless only a prominent symptom of a larger 

organizational tilt. Cost and risk decentralization, the transfer of these obligations from firms 

onto driver laborers, is the ultimate impetus behind this ratings system: it exists as a means of 

filling a managerial and training void that, in other car-for-hire labor contexts (e.g., the 

earlier taxi sector), had been the purview of firms and their budgetary responsibility. Ride-

share drivers must instead turn to the “free market” for solutions to their labor process 

problems.  

 In their engagement with market forces, drivers must naturally contend with an array 

of intersecting social dynamics that inform their abilities to navigate that realm successfully. 

And thus, despite the ostensible “neutrality” of a hands-off approach in satisfying labor 

process demands – including the elimination of entire tiers of managerial staff whose 

decisions might have been vehicles of personal bias – driver experiences in app-based ride-

share are ultimately subject to the familiar currents of wealth and social hierarchies.200 

Indeed, the labor process input and decision-making vacuums created by the retreat of the 

firm are instantaneously filled by the logic of the market. All drivers, regardless of their 

demographic circumstances, are nominally free to participate in ride-share labor in whatever 

operational manner they prefer – but the costs and benefits of those choices are inextricably 

linked to facets of social identity. 

 

 

VI. Conclusion 

 This thesis aimed to synthesize an array of ride-share-focused research by weaving 

their findings around a central narrative of organizational cost displacement. Specifically, it 
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explores the ways in which the material and personal risks of the ride-share labor process are 

shouldered by drivers, and how those firm-worker relationships are situated within a broader 

history of economic neoliberalism. A review of that history in the U.S. car-for-hire sector 

illustrates that taxi firm trajectories over the past half-century were characterized by a 

relative weakening in drivers’ collective hold on revenues and workplace benefits. This 

decline manifested in slowed or reversed wage growth, the discontinuation of pensions and 

health insurance plans, and other changes that disfavored drivers (e.g., shifts from 

commission to leasing systems). These losses occurred in a negative feedback loop with 

organized labor power: weakened driver unions were less able to resist these developments, 

and such changes further enervated the unions. Notwithstanding medallion market 

speculation, however, by the 21st century taxi drivers had far less material “fat” that could 

still be “trimmed” for management’s benefit. 

App-based ride-share uses novel applications of technology to create a distinct 

organizational structure where, relative to the taxi sub-sector, the firm plays an even more 

detached role in facilitating the labor process – materially or otherwise. Ride-share’s 

extremely rapid ascent in the car-for-hire sector is rooted in its shedding those labor process 

responsibilities historically borne by the firm, such as automobile procurement and 

maintenance. Naturally, where the ride-share firm has (relative to taxi models) stepped back 

from the labor process, responsibility for those tasks falls to drivers. In other words, firm 

departure leaves different voids in the labor process; each worker must find a way to fill 

those gaps. In their search for solutions, many drivers turn to traditional market interactions 

(e.g., the leasing of an automobile) and informal ones (e.g., consumption of skill-

development videos on social media).  
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Whatever these choices or their efficacies, every laboring driver is also subject to a 

series of firm-administered algorithmic systems. Taking forms like “star ratings” or pseudo-

automated “driver support” procedures, these features likewise create “problems” for drivers 

to somehow resolve. However, these algorithmically-generated issues are not straightforward 

ones: financial limits aside, “buy a car” is a task marked by a clear strategy and indication of 

success; by contrast, “secure a 5-star rating” is a far more ambiguous prospect, where even 

nominal success may not illuminate the steps that were ultimately necessary to achieve it. In 

all cases, where ride-share firms’ “hands-off” approach to the labor process creates work for 

drivers, their ensuing efforts are modulated by hierarchies of material privilege and social 

status.  

At these critical junctures in the labor process, an otherwise similar organizational 

structure where firms carried a higher share of costs would likely lead to greater homogeneity 

of worker outcomes. For example, a firm-maintained automobile fleet – though manipulable 

by the biases of dispatchers and other managers – constitutes a more standardized driver 

relationship with vehicle costs as compared to the independent procurement system in ride-

share. By outsourcing costs onto drivers, firms open a series of channels by which 

heterogeneity of experience floods in. Ride-share drivers, according to their particular social 

circumstances, will be differentially well-positioned to “successfully resolve” the labor 

process problems thus created; similarly, producing the same resolution might incur different 

strains across workers. This distribution of intersecting advantage and disadvantage pushes 

ride-share drivers towards substantially different relationships with the labor process. The 

economic risk of suddenly interrupted ride-share wages varies between drivers, for example, 

as does the permeability of the line separating ride-share from leisure hours. Prevailing social 
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hierarchies – in terms of material resources, but also in the sense of real and perceived 

competencies – meaningfully influence the labor outcomes of ride-share drivers. Moreover, 

the features of the ride-share labor process serve to amplify these dimensions of social 

stratification. 

An explicit statement may be warranted that the goal of this thesis is not to imply 

some pat moral judgment – that the app-based ride-share sector is “bad”, for example, or that 

the experiences of its drivers can be flattened into the term “exploited”. To the contrary, if 

this exploration can be said to make some commentary on morality, it is that the ethical 

orientation of individuals on the Uber managerial board, say, becomes less relevant to driver 

outcomes the more labor process costs are fixed as worker responsibilities. Instead, questions 

of car-for-hire service provision become increasingly answered by a “free market” whose 

contours are anything but demographically neutral.    

In spite of its many apparent novelties, the ride-share labor process and workers’ 

relation to it should be understood as reflective of long-running economic trends. The sub-

sector continues an embrace of neoliberal organizational logic, adapting it to the 

technological tools and socioeconomic conditions of the digital age. Further research on the 

phenomenon of ride-share could include analyzing how it perpetuates (or deviates from) 

prevailing dynamics in areas outside of the labor process itself. For example, many scholars 

have explored ride-share’s “disruption” of the legal sphere, but less research has been carried 

out on Uber and Lyft’s navigation of the broader political ecosystem, like in the context of 

California’s Proposition 22 ballot initiative (e.g., relationships with local- and state-level 

bureaucrats, media and NGO outreach, advocacy to drivers, users, and others). Similarly, 

while driver and passenger interviews suggest information asymmetries on awareness of the 
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consequences of ride-share features (e.g., the star rating system), few studies have assessed 

how passenger characteristics relate to knowledge of and interaction with such features. 

Potential also exists to measure how passenger behavior in the digital economy outside of 

ride-share (e.g., experiences with other digital service providers or rating systems) relates to 

their driver-facing behavior in ride-share. 
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